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DIVINE HEALING.

By John A. Anderson, M.D.

(Concluded from January Journal.)

FAITH HEALING.

By faith healing is meant the healing of the body, in answer to

the prayer of faith, without the use of medicine or other remedy. When

remedies are used to assist nature in the work of healing, it has often

been found that the most simple ones are the most efficacious. There

fore if any remedy, however simple, is used, the case is not one of faith

healing. This should be clearly understood in order to avoid self-

deception, because there are many dear Christians who seek to assure

themselves that they are simply trusting the Lord for healing without

the use of remedies. Yet they are all the time carefully regulating their

diet in order to remedy the disordered condition. Of course this class

of cases cannot rightly be called faith healing. God is able to heal

without the use of a special diet, or a forced rest, or a change of air, or

other remedy. He is able to heal any disease or sickness just as ever

He was, and there is no reason why He should not do so when He

pleases. In all ages He has used this power,
and it would be strange if

He could not use it in this age. God is still Ruler of the universe, and

He has nowhere informed us that He has abrogated His power to heal

His creatures in any way that He sees best. In the early church

certain persons held the gift of healing, and this gift may still be in

existence.
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But to say that faith healing is always the best way out of a sick

ness is to affirm what is not said in Scripture, and is to disparage the

variety of God's design and is to assume that we have the right to claim

healing in every sickness. It also denies to God the right to bless, for

the healing of His consecrated children, any of the numerous remedies

for sickness that He has placed in the world for our use, and it forbids

us to use those remedies which God has in infinite wisdom and love

provided for us.

It is as wrong to assume that we must be healed without the use of

medicine as to assume that we should live without food. God is able

to sustain us without either food or medicine, but He wills otherwise,
and has given us richly all things for our well-being.

ANOINTING WITH OIL.

In the land of Palestine, and in many parts of Asia and Africa,

anointing with oil is practised for the prevention and cure of disease.

In Europe and America, although not so commonly used,,the anointing

of the body with oil is not infrequently prescribed by physicians.

Anointing with oil is one of the oldest forms of medical treatment.

It was in common use in the Holy Laud before the times of Christ. Our

Lord and the apostles were familiar with the practice, and Christ Himself

was upon different occasions anointed.

Anointing is an ideal method for giving medicine, because it avoids

disturbing the normal work of nutrition carried on by the alimentary

canal. It makes use of the thousands of little mouths scattered all over

the surface of the skin and reaches the system
—the blood, flesh and

bones—quicker than when given by the mouth. Not only oils and

ointments, but plasters, poultices, liniments and other applications to

the skin have as really a medical value as drugs given by mouth, or by

hypodermic syringe.

Some of the oils and ointments were used as cosmetics, others were

useful for the prevention of the neuralgia and rheumatism so prevalent

in Palestine and neighbouring countries, and others were deservedly

famous for the prevention of putrefaction, and are excellent disinfectants

and antiseptics.

Every Jew in the time of Christ was familiar with this form of

medicinal treatment, and the command to anoint with oil as in James v.

14, 15, was entirely in keeping with this practice. Had it not been the

remedial use of the oil that was intended we might expect to have

an explicit statement about this ; but there is no such statement. The

prevalent remedy was the anointing with oil, and this was to be done,
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but the healing was to be asked from God, and in answer to the prayer

of faith the Lord was to raise up the sick one.

The book of James is addressed to Jewish Christians scattered

among Gentile peoples. Each scattered Jewish community had, as a rule,

its synagogues and its elders, but the Christian Jew was excommunicated

from the synagogue and from all its privileges. Not the least of

these privileges was the sympathy and help of the Jewish elders in

times of sickness. To meet such a state of affairs James wrote, "Call

the elders of the church." Thus the young Christian church was

strengthened and kept from the contaminating influences of heathen

physicians and their magic arts.

DIVINE HEALING.

" This sickness is . . . for the glory of God." John xi. 4.

"
All that God blesses is our good,

And unblessed good is ill ;

And all is right that seems most wrong,

If it be His sweet will."

Disease is not a mere theory. It is a visible, omnipresent reality.

None of the human family escape its ravages. No rank, or class, or

kind of people is free from its onslaughts. Saints and sinners, Christians

and infidels, hoary age and innocent youth, all come under its terrible

power. The grey hair, the wrinkled skin, the decaying teeth, the

failing eyesight, the suffering humanity, attest this fact.

Most mercifully disease is turned by God into one of the most

potent agencies for the conversion of sinners and for the sanctifying of

saints. Many besides the Psalmist can say :
"
Before I was afflicted I

went astray, but now have I kept Thy word." To many Godless and

thoughtless men and women a sick bed becomes a pathway into true

wisdom by compelling the consideration of their latter end. Christ

taught men to be willing to endure physical sufferings rather than lose

their souls. Mark ix. 43-47. When the goodness of God fails to lead

men to repentance it would be strange indeed if God in His wisdom

and love did not use sickness and suffering to accomplish this end.

Scripture as well as personal experience abundantly prove that it is so.

Sad to say some who are brought through most excruciating sufferings

yet refuse to repent. It is foretold of some who, in the midst of the most

awful Divine chastisements that earth has ever seen, are to gnaw their

tongues for pain, but to refuse to turn from Satan to God. Such

cases are terribly sad, yet they unanswerably vindicate to mankind the

righteous judgment of God. The situation remains as of old,
"

We piped
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unto you and ye did not dance, we wailed and ye did not mourn.

And wisdom is justified by her works." Matt. xi. 17.

There is disease whenever a person falls below the normal state of

health. This is often caused through breaking some law of health. A

person may do this unintentionally, but the result is none the less

inexorable. A few examples of this may be given.

An insufficient supply of food or air will cause anaemia. Unripe or

over-ripe fruit, or other improper food, or food improperly cooked or bad

air are common causes of disease ; so also are over-exertion and lack of

exercise and over-exposure to heat or cold. Even the moderate drink

ing of spirituous liquors frequently causes disease of liver and kidneys.
A striking example is found in a man who takes a hammer to strike a

blow, but misses the object and strikes his own thumb instead. The

bruised thumb is none the less bruised and painful that he was innocent

of any intention of injuring himself. God made the laws of health, and

it is for man to conform to them. If we break these laws it is at our

peril, and we must suffer for it.

Disease is also caused through personal contact with persons suffer

ing from certain diseases as small-pox, and diphtheria, or with clothing

infected by them. Scarlet fever may be conveyed by letters from the

sick room of people suffering from it. Bites of infected mosquitoes cause

malaria and yellow fever. Other insects convey the infection of spotted

fever, sleeping sickness and other diseases. Hydrophobia is communi

cated by the bite of animals infected by rabies. These are a few examples
of the many ways in which man is attacked by disease.

The facts of life show that during the whole period of man's

existence he is dependent on the physician's skilled assistance. Our life

history, from birth to death, is one unending succession of demands for

such assistance. At birth there are many cases where the child's life,

and not infrequently the mother's, can be preserved only through some

one to act as physician. Every male child in Israel had a surgical opera

tion when he was eight days old.

Bruises, burns, sprains, malformations, fractures and dislocations

are every-day visitors of the physician and surgeon.

Divine healing is a much misused term. It means the healing of

the body through the putting forth of the Divine power. This may be

done while the sick one is carrying out the divinely appointed method

for healing or otherwise. God is a sympathising Father, and He deals

with us in grace.
"

Like as a father pitieth his children, so the Lord

pitieth them that are His." He gives rain and sunshine to both evil and

good, so also He bestows bodily healing on both obedient and disobedient,
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according as He in infinite wisdom sees fit. But even if a divinely

appointed method is employed, God may not give the desired healing.

On the other hand, even if we, through some misconception or misunder

standing, do not act in God's appointed way of healing, yet He often

graciously bestows healing. Thus we find people being healed in every

possible state of existence. Some even recover from sickness although

living in the most insanitary surroundings and although guilty of

breaking every known law of health. But God markedly blesses the

very simplest efforts to conform to His laws of health. A few years ago

I read a report of a hospital where no medicines were administered, but

where diet, fresh air and cleanliness were the means used. It showed

good results for this treatment. Many of the sanatoria for consumptives
are conducted very much on this principle, and they show very good

results. Hydropathy, electricity, massage and other forms of treatment

have excellent results in certain diseases for which they are suitable.

"Every good and every perfect gift cometh from the Father of

mercies." The gifts are all perfect as they leave His hand, and they are

still good even when they pass through the hands of human clay. The

physician's highest aim is to be a co-worker with God. While searching
the universe for medicines to cure and relieve human sickness he

recognises that he is but a dispenser, yet a favoured dispenser, of some of

God's most valuable gifts to His own suffering brothers and sisters.

Wherever these remedies are found, in the shady forest or on the

mountain side, sunk in the ocean depths, or hid in the bowels of the

earth, shining in the sun's rays, or floating on the ether wave, all alike

come from the bountiful hand of the Father of mercies. The self-styled

Divine healing which denies the right of this term to any case where

medicine is employed is a usurper. God is the Healer, whether He

employs a human agent or not, whether He sends healing through a

prophet or a physician, and whether He uses medicine or other means

or not.

The Divine provision for healing is practically infinite in its variety ;

but a survey of God's dealings with man in the different ages of the

world shows that, as a general rule, He has appointed means to be used

for bodily healing.

Looking at an age that is past, and at another age yet to come, we

can have no difficulty in seeing the operation of this general rule.

In the age of innocency the divinely appointed means for the

prolongation of life was the tree of life. Gen. iii. 22. In a coming age

the leaves of the tree of life are to be for the healing of the nations.

Rev. xxii. 2.
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Nor is the present age an exception to this rule. The Israelites

were divinely ordered to provide isolation hospitals for lepers ; and

directions were given for the diagnosis and prophylactic treatment of this

disease. Leviticus xiii. 14.

In the Old Testament there are references made by the Holy Spirit

showing incidentally that physicians and medicinal remedies were

recognised as being necessary for the welfare of the Israelite.
"

Is there

no balm in Gilead ; is there no physician there?" Jer. viii. 22.

"
Mollified with ointment." Isa. i. 6.

These references concerned spiritual healing, but this was made

analagous to bodily healing, thus teaching that as a physician and

medicine were necessary for the sick body, so the Great Physician and

His soul medicine were necessary for the sin-sick soul. And it is well

to observe that the custom of using means for bodily healing, thus

incidentally alluded to, is not condemned, but is tacitly sanctioned

through the allusion that is made to it. The well-known use of alchphol

in cases of extreme prostration or collapse is recommended in Prov. xxxi.

6,
"

Give strong drink unto him that is ready to perish." The universal

utility of medicine is referred to in Prov. xvii. 22, "A merry heart is a

good medicine."

A general rule thus being recognised we are able to note striking

exceptions to it, as in the case of the Israelites when bitten by the fiery

serpents, the healing of Naaman the Syrian, and other cases of miracu

lous healing
—all given in special circumstances and for a special purpose.

But although, as a rule, means were used, the mind of the Israelite was

ever pointed away to the Great Healer by the necessary sacrifices and

by the rigid ritual commanded for judicial cleansing, in the case of

the constantly recurring sicknesses of the people. How they failed to

learn this lesson, and trusted in man instead of God, and turned to the

gift instead of the Giver, we find in such cases as Asa, who "sought

not to the Lord but to the physicians." 2 Chron. xvi. 12. Very different

was the case of Hezekiah as recorded in Isaiah, ch. xxxviii. When

warned of the prophet that he was about to die Hezekiah turned in

prayer to God and asked for healing. God promised to restore him to

health and to give him fifteen years longer of life ; and the prophet Isaiah

instructed that medicine be used by applying to the boil a well known

remedy
—

a plaster or poultice of figs (Ficus casica of the pharmacopoeias
Britain of and U. S. America), and then followed the desired result.

In the New Testament we find the same incidental allusion to the

need for physicians and medicinal remedies, and along with this we

have the positive declaration of Christ that they who are sick need a
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physician. Luke v. 31. There is the Apostle Paul's prescription of a

stomatic for Timothy,
"

Use a little wine for thy stomach's sake and

for thine often infirmities." 1. Tim. v. 23. The word
"

use" indicates

a desired result, and to attain this result means were to be used.

Food is used to nourish the body, so medicine may be used to assist

the body in assimilating the needed nourishment from the food. Medi

cines for this purpose are often prescribed by a physician, and supplied

by a chemist, but they are also constantly used in the form of aromatic

spices, mustard, sauce, ketchup, vinegar, wine or other appetising

preparations. In whatsoever way presented we receive these aids to

digestion, as good gifts to those needing them, from God's great

laboratory.

IN CONCLUSION,

it may be well to recall some of the facts that we have been con

sidering.

It is evident that Satan is sometimes permitted to bring sickness

and suffering upon God's people. The cases of Job and of Paul show

this to be so. They likewise show that such sickness and suffering

are among the
"

all things that work together for good," and that it

is not always God's will to keep His people from sickness and suffer

ing even when such is inflicted by Satan. It has also been abundantly

proved that God has Himself sent disease and suffering to His own

people, and in every case this has been in furtherance of their own

best interests. God has also repressed evil and punished sin by

pestilence, disease, and death. The people of God have the Divine

assurance that they are constantly guarded by Omnipotence.
' '

He

hath said, I will never leave thee. Therefore we may boldly say, the

Lord is my helper." Nothing can touch the child of God unless

permitted by our Divine Guardian.

We seek to escape sickness and suffering, and it is a law of human

nature that we should do so. We can understand that sickness and

suffering are intended for our good, and yet seek to escape them just

as much as we understand that thorns and thistles are a blessing by

compelling man to toil and labour for food, and yet at the same time

we destroy them.

We appreciate that thorns and thistles are our friends in disguise,

yet we do not therefore cultivate them. We appreciate that sickness

and suffering are blessings in disguise, yet we do not therefore desire

them.

"Through many tribulations we must
enter into the kingdom of God."
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Tenderly would we repeat that God does not intend His people to

pass through the world free from suffering. The redemption price—

the world's redemption price
—has been paid in the death of the Son of

God. His rightful place is on the throne of the universe; but the

world has rejected Him, and rejects Him still. He is sitting at the

Father's right hand waiting for the time when He can occupy His

rightful place. While He waits, it is God's will that this earth and

all upon it should groan in pain and suffering for the coming of that

time. This subjection to pain is absolutely righteous, and it is also

good, and is undoubtedly the very best discipline for terrestrial beings.
Nor are the saints in heaven exempt from the restrictions imposed on

us during the waiting time. Although triumphant with Christ, which

is far better than warring on earth, they are not permitted to enter into

their complete redemption
—the redemption of their bodies. When

Christ, in anticipation of His coming to reign, conies in the glory of His

Father and of the holy angels and gathers all His people to meet

Him in the air, the great event will be accomplished. Christians from

earth and saints from heaven will meet in glorified bodies, a first

fruits of the complete redemption.

Soon thereafter Christ will take His place and reign for the thousand

years. The restitution of all things will be effected. That is to say,

the earth itself, with its freight of animal and vegetable life, will be

released from the curse of Adam's sin and introduced to the bliss and

peace of redemption privileges, making the millennium, with its peace

and gladness, like a second Garden of Eden to tired, suffering humanity.

But we are anticipating, and must retrace our steps from that

longed-for era of blessed glory. Enoch and Elijah may be mentioned

as exceptions to the rule that saints in heaven have still to wait for

their redemption bodies. So also there are exceptions on earth to the

general rule for sickness and suffering. When Christ was here He

manifested His power over both disease and death. In the early church

these miracles continued. An apostle's shadow cured the sick. In

answer to his prayer the dead was raised. There were signs and wonders.

People tasted the powers of the age to come, and it would be strange

if people could not taste of its powers as the approaching age draws

nearer. Yet even Paul had to leave Trophimus sick. Could he not

have healed him? Might he not also have healed Timothy from his

chronic malady rather than prescribe that stomatic for him? And Gaius,

why did not Paul heal him? Why? Doubtless for many reasons. Yet

one is sufficient. God never does for man what man can do for himself.

Very remarkable, too, that a man's soul may be all right while his body
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is all wrong:
"

Beloved I pray that in all things thou mayest prosper
and be in health even as thy soul prospereth." III. John 2.

But Paul had a weakness of his own, for which he had prayed, and

it was not God's will to heal him. It was better for Paul to be kept
weak, because he was thus kept more dependent on God. When he was

weak then he was strong. It was something like this. Paul got a

wondrous revelation. It gave him almost, if not quite, superhuman

knowledge. For a time Paul was in danger of getting elated and being

proud through possession of this knowledge. Satan did not know every

thing, but he knew that Paul was a good soldier of Jesus Christ.

Satan often tried to slay Paul. This time he fired a shaft with the

intention either to cripple or kill. God saw that it would keep Paul

from getting proud, so He allowed the shaft to strike him, and it was

there crippling Paul all through his life, but it served God's purpose.

It kept the great apostle humble ; so Paul near the end of his days said :

"Most gladly therefore will I rather glory in my weaknesses that the

power of Christ may rest upon me."

After a wondrous revelation Daniel also fainted and was sick certain

days. Dan. viii. 27.

The Jewish Christian exiles, debarred from the official services of

the elders of the synagogues, called the elders of the church ; and these

Christian elders were authorised not only to pray but to use one or

more of the many kinds of oil constantly employed by the Jews for

curing different disease.

Our Divine Lord, as man, lived a life of perfect dependence upon
the Father. In every herb and every tree He saw a gift from God to

man. Gen. i. 30.

The highest commendation that He uttered was concerning the

woman who in view of His approaching death anointed Him with the

costly nard—a germicide to prevent putrefaction. Both by precept and

example He taught His followers to use a physician and medicine.

ADDRESS TO WOMEN MEDICAL GRADUATES, WOMEN'S

MEDICAL COLLEGE, CANTON, 1905.

By Andrew H. Woods, M.D., Canton Christian College.

You are to-day to enter into the life and duties of doctors. If you

were about to become queens, I would congratulate you and wish you

great usefulness and happiness. But you are to become doctors, and

for that very reason I congratulate you more cordially ; for no women
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on the earth have more opportunity for useful, patriotic service, and so

for deep happiness, than now lies before you.

I once saw a fine gold ring which was marred by the absence of its

jewel, the jewel having evidently been lost, for the empty setting was

there. Instead of being beautiful and pleasant to look upon, the ring

made an unpleasant impression 011 me. But as I was leaving the room

something in a far corner caught my eye, and going to it I saw at once

from its size and shape that I had, by mere chance, found the missing

jewel. Your country and people need you, and are defective without

you. Like the ring of fine gold this country of yours is a beautiful land,

and its people are a strong natured people ; but they are sick, suffering
and in need of comforters. Anyone walking through your streets and

looking into the faces of the women as he passes, can hear their hearts

crying for true, educated, unselfish women to come and not only heal

their bodies but comfort their souls. I found my friend's diamond

without an effort ; and just so no one claims credit for recognizing as he

looks upon you young women to-day that you may become, if you will,

the jewels of this great country, to fill out its beauty and make it a

lovely land to all who look upon it.

To-day is called your commencement day. This is because you

are about to set out upon a long journey. Not all who set out upon

this road reach the end, for in Europe and America, of the many thou

sands who commence to practice medicine, only a very few become real

physicians ; less than half, I believe, even earn a living—perhaps not

one in one hundred becomes what a doctor ought to be—not only a

completely equipped healer, but a complete man as well. It is a long

road. It has many steep hills, many sloughs of despond, many broad

and easy roads leading off from it to tempt you to abandon it. But as

we have all met here to-day to start you out upon this road, and wish

you God-speed, we all point forward to the goal at its end and hope that

you will persevere until you every one attain it.

I have been asked to-day to give you some parting directions that

may make the road plainer to you. But I know that not every one

who has passed over a section of road is made capable by that fact
of

directing others how to find their way along it. Indeed very few people

have the faculty of directing strangers over a difficult road. Usually

you are told that you will pass this and that conspicuous point, but

this does not help you when you come to a cross-road and on neither

side see any of the conspicuous points mentioned. It seems to me

the best way to direct a stranger is to imagine that you yourself were

going over that road again, and as you come to a confusing place stop
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and describe it to him, making plain which way he should go and

which way he should not go. Make a distinct picture in his mind of

every such place that might confuse him, so that when he comes to

such a place he will always remember it and recall how you told

him to go. If you can thus keep him from going the wrong roads

of course he will at last reach the proper destination, provided he

keeps moving.

So to-day, as you start out upon your life's journey as doctors, I

am not going to recite to you the joys and triumphs that you will meet.

These you will recognize easily when you come to them, and they will

cause you but little confusion. But I want to speak of at least four

points along this road which I have already come to myself—points

that I think will be perplexing, and that have already caused many

physicians to leave the road and wander into other paths. Possibly as

we think of them now in advance we may be able to make some rules

to guide ourselves, so that when we reach them we shall recall them and

remember which is the road that we are to follow. The four points of

which we are to think are :—

(1). The broad field of Quackery.

(2). The tortuous bypath of Commercialism.

(3). The overgrown path finally lost in the thicket, Atrophy.

(4). The small footpath of Narrowness.

QUACKERY.

During the first few mouths of the journey that lies before you

there will seem to be no road at all ; but all will seem like a great and

endless field with no track and no boundaries. As you have been going

through the regular course of instruction in this medical school you

have seen that each day's work had been planned before and that the

entire course lay before you like a distinct path. You doubtless thought

that all through your life as a physician your work would be just as

distinctly laid out. But I fear during the first months you may come

to feel that instead of having a clearly defined road on which to walk

you are in a great field of confused facts, symptoms and diseases, with

great responsibilities to bear, and yet no definite rules as to how they

should be borne. You may often wish that the work of a doctor might

be as distinctly laid out as was the work of a medical student. You

will feel that you are in a great field without a road to guide your feet.

But remember that your first duty is to find that road for yourself.

There is a road there, although you may not see it at first. It is

possible to wander around all the rest of your life in this confusion
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without finding the road, but it is certainly there, and you can find it

if you seek it in the right way. .

When I examined my first patient I found that I had to be omnis

cient. I am afraid now to tell you how little I knew of her case, and

I am sure I did not tell her. But I had a strong feeling that the only

way to save my face and to keep her in the chair was to pretend that

I knew all about her, and indeed all her ancestors. I felt that I must

talk and act as though I usually had six or eight cases exactly like hers

every day, and that I had never yet failed to cure them all. This sort

of thing comforts the patient, for all of them like to be fooled, and the

more you fool them the more they will patronize you. This is the

experience of every doctor, not only at first, but often the same feeling

of ignorance and the same temptation to assume omniscience will come

up in later years of practice. Part of the experience is unavoidable, and

so cannot be prevented. But to assume full knowledge and to give

medicine before sufficient comprehension of the case is had, this is

merely wandering in a vacant field ; your feet are on no road and you

are sure to get lost. This is quackery. But how is a doctor to avoid

it ? In the midst of the embarrassment and confusion how should

he act ?

While you were studying medicine you have learned many names,

memorized whole tables of symptoms and tried to get some meaning out

of many books. It seems like a very complex science, and indeed it is

complex. But when you sit at the bedside it is not necessary to try to

review all the books you have studied and review all the possible
diseases that the patient might have. Out of all that you have studied

two mental instruments have been formed : one is diagnosis, the other is

therapeusis. The former has grown up in your mind through the study

or pathology, and it enables you to examine a patient and find which

organs in her body are failing to do their work. In fact it is a good

plan to take out a piece of paper and write down just these things before

you attempt to give any remedies. The second instrument, therapeusis,

you have gotten by your study of remedies. By remedies you mean

drugs, electricity, rubbing, bathing, etc. You know what effect each of

these remedies will have upon each of the organs in the body. So

having written down in a given case which organs are in need of help,

you now can select remedies that will give just that help. You are now

ready to act intelligently in clear light. Perhaps you found three organs

at fault. You think of a remedy that will help the first, but on thought

you see that it will hurt the second. So you would not commit the

blunder of using this remedy. But by careful thought you will find
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some means of helping the necessary organs without damaging any.

For instance here is a man in the second week of typhoid fever, with

high fever and weak heart. At once you say the first indication is to

lower his temperature ; and you think at once of antipyrene. But on

second thought you say : No, this heart is too weak for such a depressing

drug. So you use cold water baths and give strychnin and whiskey by

mouth. Here you have found your road. The case seemed confusing

at first, but by care you have found a path to follow in treating it.

Quackery means giving remedies before finding specific organs that need

definite kind of help, and before you are sure that the remedy used is

able to give that help without doing damage. To guide ourselves out

of this broad field of quackery let us each nail up at its entrance this

sign-board :
—

(1.) In every case search till we know which organs in our patient need

our help.

(2.) Then think quietly—for days, if necessary—till we find remedies that will

give just that help without any damage.

COMMERCIALISM.

A medical student who steadfastly sets his eyes upon wealth is like

a man who tries to walk along the top of a narrow wall while fixing his

eyes upon the moon. The desire for wealth is likely to diminish your

powers as a physician in several ways. One is by leading you to

prescribe drugs when you have an interest in their sale. In America

and England the best medical associations will not admit a doctor to

membership if he has any financial interest in the sale of medicines.

If it is necessary for you yourself to provide medicines for your patients
it is best to ask only such a price for them as will just pay their original
cost. If you charge more you are tempting yourself beyond what the

strongest men have been able to endure. You will soon find yourself

prescribing drugs for your patients according to their price and not

according to their efficiency. A doctor's sole aim must be to know

what is the trouble with his patient and to find the best method of

removing that trouble. To do this memory and judgment must not

be confused by any outside considerations.

Another snare that love of money sets for doctors is in the matter of

fees. He has a right to a fee in proportion to his skill, and a patient

should give this much gladly, for where life is being saved or made more

enjoyable money is of no moment. A good doctor can never be paid

enough to balance his patient's obligation ; but a good doctor will not

desire to be paid enough. He is willing to treat the poor for only what

they can give, and to put the same amount of study and care into their
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treatment as though they were to pay large fees. Those who can pay

but are too mean to pay, he should rebuke and refuse to treat, but

not because he desires their money, but to help them overcome a

moral fault.

The study of medicine and book-keeping for some reason do not

agree. For this reason the doctor is happy who can spend his life work

ing in a good hospital with a fixed salary sufficient for food, clothes and

books. Or, if he has a private fortune, and can work for the sick without

thinking of money, thus concentrating his entire mind upon his study

and work, his lot is ideal. We who must in some way find food to

enable us to continue our work must fix some sort of values to the

service we render, but it should always be proportionate with the

estate of the patients and as much for their good as our own. We

must be content to live simply, work zealously and be happy with just

enough to enable us to pursue our work with the greatest efficiency.

Only such can become real students of medicine.

Many doctors are rich. Some good doctors are rich. But it is

easier for a camel to go through the eye of a needle than for a man

who cares much for wealth to become a good doctor. This is a hard

saying. Who can hear it ? Perhaps some of you have ears and will

hear and remember it.

ATROPHY.

As we walk along our way as physicians there is danger that we

will all allow the crowds of sick to so press upon us that we will be

crowded back off the main road and into a narrow, overgrown road that

leads into the thicket of ignorance and finally disappears. It is the path

of atrophied mental power. When you leave the medical school your

mind feels like a luxuriant vine. In every region of medical thought

you have had something of a start, like the buds of a vine that start out

and are ready to grow in any direction. You found anatomy, physiol

ogy and chemistry of fundamental importance, and you determined to

always keep in touch with them as a vine does with its mother earth.

Surgery, practice, therapeutics and pathology are like the great main

stems through which all the sap must rise, so you said a close connec

tion must always be maintained with these.

The fact is that study is essential. Your study in the medical

school is only like learning to finger the index of your text-books.
It

only shows you how to go about studying disease, how to examine

cases, where to classify them and how to think about them. The chief

study now lies before you, and a delightful study it will prove.
The
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real medical education commences to-day, and will continue and become

perfect through the long years of practice by days of patient visiting

and nights of thought. When we say we are too busy to study, we

are like the laborer who says :
"

I have no time to eat, my work is so

pressing;" or the steam engine that would say: "My running is so

constant that no time is left for taking on coal and water." We must

find time. If need be limit the number of patients, but make it a

point to have at least one hour every day for careful thought over the

day's cases. Otherwise our powers will commence to atrophy and in

the end we become mere machines, incapable of contending with new

conditions and meeting emergencies. And machines wear out, always

becoming less and not more efficient.

What do you mean when you speak of a successful doctor ? Is it

one who is growing wealthy ? The quacks in America are the ones who

grow wealthy most quick. Is it one who sees the most patients ? I

have seen patent-medicine venders who treated more patients in a day

than I ever hope to see in a week. The successful doctor is the one

whose powers of diagnosis and treatment are growing day by day better.

He is the doctor who really cures his patients. This power to cure

comes only through study ; and the habit of study should be gained

during the first years of practice.

I want to suggest the following method of study :
—

(a). Fix your determination to study at least one hour every day.

Three would be three times as good.

(b). Have some sort of convenient note book, and never examine

or treat a case without making some notes on it, enough to enable you

to remember the chief points of the disease. When your study time

comes, take out these notes and look over them thoughtfully. Get

down your best books and medical papers and compare your case with

those of other doctors. In this way find out what mistakes you made

during the day, what better method of treatment you might have used

and write down the result, to guide you when next that patient comes

to you.

(c). Some day, if you wish it, I would like to show you a plan

by which with very little trouble and expense it is possible to keep

permanent records of all cases you ever treat and permanent references

to the best books and papers on any subject you may have read. Or, if a

patient returns after even twenty years, you can easily turn to her former

sickness and see just what disease she had and how you treated it.

But by this method, or by some other better method that your

teachers could show you, it should be your determination to keep such
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records. Some system of this kind will make all the study of your life

uniform, and such study will become more and more profitable to you

each year. Your patients will thus have the benefit not only of your

wisdom and skill, but the accumulated wisdom of the best doctors in the

world. The doctor who has thus learned to study will have as his

partners the best physicians of all countries. That is a strong firm.

Let us all enter it and become active partners, for we may if we but

choose to do so.

NARROWNESS.

Many doctors leave the great high road of generous, thorough

going practice and all their lives walk along a narrow footpath on one

side of the road. I wish you all could read some of the story books

written in English which set forth the noblest pictures of what a

doctor's life and work ought to be. It is a beautiful thing to think of a

man becoming the warm-hearted friend, advisor and comforter of a

whole city or country side. The doctor who limits himself to patching

up the worn-out bodies of men is not a great deal higher than the tailor

who patches their coats. His fees may be larger, and the value of the

thing patched may be greater ; but when once the trade is learned the

quality of thought may differ but little in the two cases.

We owe more to our patients than to do simply what they pay us

for. Even a tailor feels a sort of interest in the man who wears the

coat made in his shop. If the patron loses all his fortune the tailor is

likely to feel a genuine sympathy. Even the most grovelling physician
feels the beginnings of this higher interest in his patients. For instance,

I cannot think of even a quack who would not feel mean if by giving

drugs to relieve a patient's pain he has introduced the man to form

a drug habit. We desire to diminish pain, and rightly. But if morphin
will relieve the temporary pain at the cost of transforming a weak

woman or man into a morphin habitue^, it were better to allow the

patients to suffer. As a doctor, you are paid to stop the pain ; but as a

friend, you consider the character as of more value than even permanent

comfort.

I am glad to say that doctors now all over the world are actually

trying to prevent sickness. Their fees depend upon the continued

existence of sickness ; yet they are trying to show, both poor and rich

all over the world, how to live so as to be always strong and healthy.

This seems like killing the horse that carries you. What does it mean?

Simply that doctors are doctors because they desire to free the world of

suffering. This is a higher motive than the desire to win fees. Here
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in South China we have opportunity for a lifetime of such educative

work at this. As a small example, thousands of people are dying here

of typhoid fever, dysentery and similar diseases simply because they are

ignorant of one fact. That is, that these diseases are carried from one

person to others wherever vegetables are fertilized by the filth from our

houses. You now know hundreds of vital facts of this kind concerning

hygiene, exercise, cooking and housekeeping, and it is the privilege
of your lives to spread abroad this knowledge iu every way that

you can command. This is a broader life-work than to practice

medicine for fees, caring nothing for the general welfare of the whole

people.

There is yet a higher way in which you can help your patients, for

bodily paiu is of little importance as compared with pain of the heart,

and much of this heart sickness there is within rifle shot of this house.

Since this worse sickness often attends bodily sickness, you as doctors

will most often have opportunity to see it. By generous sympathy of

manner aud conversation you will soon show your desire to comfort as

well as heal, and patients soon i^arn to look up to you and trust you in

many matters other than sickness. Try to be doctors of this kind, and

from you as centres will spread not merely health and cleaner living,

but peace and comfort to hearts that could never have known peace

but for you.

Again, simply because you are a doctor you will more than any other

women see the sick just before they pass from the field in which your

efforts can help them into the region of mystery which we call death.

They are timid, and fear to leave friends and the familiar world to enter

what seems a world of unknown darkness. It is the doctor who sees this

transition most often. If he has been a true man as well as a doctor he

will have done all in his power to heal and comfort the patient through
out life, he will have tried to stimulate character to greater strength and

beauty, simply because he had the opportunity to come nearer the

patient and so gained a greater influence for his good.

But now a change is at hand about which medical books have little

to say. Much is said and written about it, many guesses ventured

under both religious and non-religious motives. But since he has to

face it, a doctor owes it to himself and his patients to at least be no

trifler in his thoughts upon death and eternity. He has no right to be

either lazily orthodox, trusting in creeds worked out by other men,

nor can he be a shallow opposer of creeds. Whatever he has come to

consider true, he must have fought for his faith and earned a right to

hold it.
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Happy is the doctor who has passed the stages of parasitic faith

and of imitative skepticism and has come to know that the Creator of

this world still has relations with this world—yes, the relation of Father

to all men in it. Twice happy he is if by purity of heart he has come

to know that Creator as his own Father. And happy the patient who in

his last hours can have such a man and doctor as his friend. May every

patient of yours have such a doctor.

MEDICAL AND SURGICAL NOTES.*

By R. T. Booth, M.B., B.Ch., Hankow.

MEDICAL.

Under the head of fevers I wish to make a few remarks about the

forms of malarial fevers which are frequent in this centre, at least this

part of it which our hospital taps. For some three years I have in

nearly every case examined the blood of the patients coming complaining
of

"

p'i-han." Both clinically and microscopically the vast majority of

those have been quartan
"

kan-liang-t'ien." I found on microscopical
examination that their cases usually showed the characteristic pigment
in color, shape and movement, and that the corpuscle was not much

larger, if any, than the ordinary red blood corpuscle. In stained

specimens the shape, color, etc. ,
all bore out this same diagnosis.

Very few cases of quotidian fever or tertian ague have come. In

one case of quartan (undoubted both from clinical and microscopic

appearance) I found a crescent present, showing that the case had been

an old one of quotidian or malignant tertian on which a quotidian
infection had been grafted.

I have never had an undoubted case of malignant malaria under my

care. One patient, whom I suspected of being such a case, died shortly

after admission, in fact during admission, and it was not advisable to

draw off any of his blood for examination after death. The history

of this case and its progress all pointed to malarial meningitis, but

without a post mortem I do not feel warranted in making a positive

diagnosis.

I shall be glad to know if others have found, like myself, this great

predominence of quartan over other forms of ague, or whether we are

peculiar in our situation.

* A paper read before the C. C. M. M, A., April 12, 1905.
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Lung, Malarial Affection of.

Dr. Hodge some years ago reported a case in the Medical

Journal of a luug case which seemed undoubtedly malarial. One

similar came under my notice some years ago. It took the form of a

general catarrh of the lungs, with fever of a periodic type aud refused

to clear until the patient was put on quinine sulphate, gr. v., t.i.d., and

in a very short time the temperature was normal and the lungs clear.

Case of Subcutaneous Hemorrhage from Veins in Anasarca.

A patient was brought in one day in a very advanced stage of

general anasarca, abdominal cavity full of fluid and lower extremities

very cedematous, skin distended almost to bursting, scrotum very

distended. The peculiar feature, however, of the case was the subcutane

ous hemorrhage which had taken place from all the superficial veins,

from the dorsa of the feet to the groins, mapping out the superficial

venous distribution just as if the veins were injected with carmine.

Under treatment the patient got well, but even when he left the

hospital there still remained some of the hemorrhage unabsorbed.

I mentioned this case before to you ; since then I have received no light

on the matter. I have often seen cases of oedema just as bad, and we

have all seen ascites abdomenalis tense to bursting ; the veins standing

out like blue lines, but I have never seen hemorrhage before or since.

The patient had no hemorrhage from the gums or bowel and no

petechial or purpuric patches, so I thiuk scurvy and purpura can be

excluded. What was the condition due to ?

Cholera.

The epidemic of 1902 made me draw up certain resolutions in

regard to treatment which I intend to follow in similar circumstances.

1st Stage.
—Opium, asafoetida, and pepper.

2nd Stage.
—Calomel, large dose, gr. x., followed by two or three grains every

hour for twenty-four to forty-eight hours, combined with piperine.

High enemata for two purposes.

(a) Cleanse the bowel and act as astringent.

(b) To supply fluid to the blood for that purpose use (1) tannic acid dr. 1 to pt. i.

and (2) -]% % saline solution which is left in. Poultices on loins to promote action

of the kidneys. Intravenous injections of saline solution up to four or five pints.

Blisters over the neck for vomiting. Cold water bandages on limbs.—Niemeyer's

Treatment.

In connection with this cold water bandage treatment I should like

especially to mention one case. The patient was brought in one evening

in the collapsed condition. I had been so exhausted by other cases that

I was physically unfit to personally transfuse, and as the patient
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seemed almost beyond help I gave orders to simply give him calomel,

gr. x., and to put a hot poultice over his loins aud then swathe him from

head to foot with towels wrung out of cold water, constantly changing
them. The result was wonderful. The patient came round all right

and got quite warm and comfortable, the dreadful restlessness ceased,

and when I went in the morning, expecting to find him dead, I found

him on the way to recovery, having passed urine. He went out in a

week quite well.

SURGICAL.

( i ) . A man was brought into the hospital one night from one of the

prisons, having cut his throat a couple of hours previously. On examining
him I found a small mark about three-fourths of an inch long on the

right side of his neck over the jugular vein, but as there was no further

hemorrhage and the man was moribund I did not examine the wound

further. He died within an hour. He hnd deliberately cut his throat

with his thumb nail, sawing and scraping away with it until he had

severed something which bled severely enough to satisfy him that he

had gained his end, which was suicide, to
"

save his face."

(2). Another case of neck wound which turned out more satis

factorily for all concerned, was that of a man who was stabbed in the

root of the neck on the right side. He lost a considerable amount of

blood, but as no further hemorrhage occurred after his coming in I did

not interfere with the wound beyond cleaning it up. The knife had

entered between the heads of the sterno-mastoid and had gone directly

backward inward, judging from the position a probe took when I put

in a gauze drain next day. How the carotid escaped I cannot say. The

man lived.

(3). Stab iu the chest between the fourth and fifth ribs, right side,

air coming out on inspiration ; cleaned and sutured, healed by first

intention.

While talking of cases which show the indifference of the ordinary

Chinaman to injuries which would indoubtedly end fatally to a

foreigner, I may mention two cases.

(4). Two men from Wuchang walked into the out-patient depart

ment. They had had a fight the night before, and the soldiers had

interfered and cut them over the heads with swords. One man had

a cut some five inches long in the centre of his head, running from

before back, exactly over the sagital suture. It had bit deeply into

the bone, and judging by appearances seemed one-half way through.
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The other had two wounds : one on the right and the other on the

left side over the squamo-parietal suture. One wound had practi

cally lifted up the squamous from the parietal. I put them to bed.

There being no symptoms pointing to damage of the brain, pupils

equal, reacting to light, no paralysis or fits, I merely dressed them

antiseptically.

To my surprise both men never had even a headache and no rise of

temperature, and I could not keep them in bed after the first day.

They went out soon after and came in a short time to "sung" me a

"pien," singing my glory and handing their names down to posterity
as well.

(5). Aneurism.—With two at least of the three great predispos

ing causes of aneurism I have often wondered why we do not see more

cases out here. In the six years I have been out I have only seen

four cases amoug the patients. One was a case of aneurism of the arch

of the aorta which had perforated the sturorum and was of course

inoperable. The second was a case of aneurism of the subclavian

shortly after leaving the innominate. I feel glad for some reasons that

the man did not return after he had gone away to
"

san-liang
"

about

operation !

The third was a subclavian aneurism on the right side.

The fourth was a popliteal aneurism. A boatman came just about a

year ago complaining of a tumor on the back of his knee. On

examination I found an aneurism about the size of a small orange in

the popliteal space. No doubt about the diagnosis all the cardinal

symptoms were there, so the only question was treatment. The man

said he wanted to be operated on, as he found it impossible to
"

tano-
"

his "hwatz," as the constant bending of the knee necessary in that

work rendered him useless owing to pain. At first I anticipated the

operation with some degree of professional joy, but when I came to

refresh my memory with the literature on aneurism I did not feel quite
so happy. As regard the experiences in Central China I found that

three cases operated on in the various hospitals all had died. However

this man was willing to take the risk. I pointed out to him clearly that

his leg might become gangrenous and then only amputation high up

could save his life, and that even such a procedure in many cases failed

to attain that end. I operated, chosing the superficial femoral at the apex
of Scarpa's triangle as the site of ligature. I ligatured with silk and

sutured the wound with interrupted gut sutures. Pulsation ceased

immediately I tied the ligature. The leg was bandaged from the toes

up in warm cotton wool and put on a splint. Hot bottles were placed
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around the limb, and no more being possible I spent the next forty-eight
hours most anxiously awaiting results. I am glad to say it was a

complete success. The circulation was maintained by the collateral

supply, the limb remained warm and all went well. I kept the patient
in a month ; the tumor gradually shrank and no sign of pulsation ever

returned to it. Why is it that with syphilis, and so common, we see so

comparatively little aneurism ? Have you seen cases of endarteritis

obliterans or similar changes in vessels which are so common at home

in syphilitic patients ?

(6). As I am on the subject of vessels I may mention a case which

some of you saw this time last year. A soldier on a native gunboat

very foolishly got in front of the cannon when firing a salute on New

Year's morning, with serious consequences to himself. His forearm

was severely damaged, and as several days had elapsed since the injury
before he came to the hospital, his arm was in a most septic condition

and the hand beginning to become gangrenous. I amputated imme

diately without waiting for a line of demarkation, as I had to choose

between that and leaving the patient to become more septic, as even

by putting the arm into an antiseptic bath it would have been

impossible to get it entirely clean. The patient's temperature was

already septic in character. Before removing the tourniquet I put on

forceps on the brachial, but before ligating the vessel after removing

the tourniquet I was curious to see if the brachial was blocked high up.

To my surprise, on removing the forceps, though the artery gaped, not

a drop of blood flowed, and no pulsation could be felt anywhere below

the edge of the pectoral muscle. The arteries of the triceps bled freely

on the forceps being removed. The amputated stump healed up, but on

the patient leaving the hospital no sign of pulsation had returned to the

axillary artery.

(7). I have seen one traumatic aneurism of the palmar arch

resulting from a stab with a knife. I ligatured the brachial under

cocaine when the patient came in, which was a fortnight after the

accident. He developed tetanus, the symptoms showing the day he

came iu, i.e., a fortnight after injury, and as he refused to have his arm

amputated he went out and died, so I heard, in great agony three or

four days after.

(8). I have had two cases of severe injury to the buttock: one in

a man who, working in the iron works in Hanyang, was caught by
the

claws of one of the large cranes. It caught in the fold of the glutens

and tore his thigh down to the bone, severing everything and baring,
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but not otherwise damaging, the bone. The sciatic nerve was severed.

I put him under chloroform and proceeded to clean him up, united the

nerve with chronic gut and the muscles with buried sutures and fixed

him up, but he never recovered from the shock.

(9). The other case was a boatman, whose boat was upset by

the steam ferry, and as he fell into the water the propeller struck

him on the buttock. There was only a small superficial wound

just large enough to admit my finger, but all the tissues beneath

had been ruptured for six or eight inches and the os innominatum

fractured. The side and back were black and blue, the echymosis

extending down the thigh. I opened the wound up and removed the

comminuted pieces of bone and cleansed the entire place, but every

thing sloughed, the side and back and down the thigh, a process of

rapid gangrene following the injury. The patient succumbed some

days later.

Excisions.—I have excised several elbow joints for tubercular

disease, usually with sinuses. The results in these cases, while good,

were not such as one could be proud of as useful limbs. Compared,

however, with the former condition the result was good. On the other

hand, excision in cases of old dislocation, being aseptic from the begin-

ing, are more hopeful. One such case was operated on a year ago and

has proved a great success. To my mind the after treatment is as

important as the operation, and it is for that reason that I mention it

specially. His arm had been fixed for six months, with the result that

the biceps and triceps were atrophied, so that when the operation wound

had healed the new joint seemed likely to become a flail-joint, not

because toomuch bone had been taken away but simply because the muscle

refused to act. It took three months' massage twice a day for ten

minutes to bring the muscles to a good condition, and the boy left the

hospital able to lift weights as well as to use his chop-sticks. I heard

last week that he is able to take part in the physical drill which

Mr. Helps has instituted for the boys at Hau-ch'uan, where he lives.

One wrist joint which I excised does not make one very hopeful of

such cases.

Two upper jaws and two lower jaws.

Keloid.—I have noticed this is much more frequent in scars after

operation than at home, especially in tubercular cases. I have had a

case recently which had been badly burned with nitric acid ; after being

healed for twelve months he returned the other day with keloid growth

in every scar.
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Venerial Sores.—I had two cases one summer of typical soft sores

in the axillse. The patients had evidently inoculated themselves by

folding their arms. The moist axillae afforded an easy place for con

tagion, the parts being covered only with the sleeveless vest during

the hot months.

Atresia Ani.—I have operated on four cases, none of them serious,

the rectum coming low down and bulging when the child cried. One

of the cases proved interesting, as the rectum opened into the posterior

part of the vulva in front of the fourchette. I was able to bring the

rectum down and fix it iu the perineum. As regards the operation the

child was doing well, but died from intercurrent disease.

Had she lived I would have had to do another operation on her,

as I had not left enough space between the vulva and the new position

of the anus. I have not seen a case which needed abdominal section.

I shall close this paper by referring to two cases of glandular

tumors on the groin. The first was a man who came with a peculiar

ulcerating growth on the heel. It had a look of being epitheliotnatous.

I removed it completely, leaving a clean wound to granulate up. It was

exceedingly slow in doing so, and during this time he developed a

glandular growth in Scarpa's triangle. As the growth did not go

down under various medicinal treatments we cut down and excised them.

On opening them they proved to be what we thought were unmis-

takeably tubercular glands caseating, a diagnosis which was further

borne out by the scar which healed by first intention developing keloid.

In this diagnosis we were further confirmed by reports of similar cases

giveii in Annals of Surgery. However, some time after operation, the

glands commenced to grow again, at least a tumor commenced to form

in the same region, and as it rapidly increased in size we again cut

down, removing the old keloid cicatrix by an elliptical incision. The

new tumor was much deeper in position and was closely and firmly

adherent to the neighboring parts, indeed the deep fascia was infiltrated

and the tumor had involved the sheaths of the vessels. In removing

the growth, which could not be done completely, the vein was cut and

a forceps had to be left in. Waiting the microscopical diagnosis we

had to diagnose the tumor as malignant. The patient died some days

later.

The other case was a young man who came with a tumor in the

upper portion of Scarpa's triangle. No specific or venerial history. No

history of wound or abrasion on the foot. Tumor from position might

be hernia (femoral) or glandular tumor. No symptoms of femoral
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hernia, so I cut down to remove the growth. On coming down on it,

it showed a smooth surface like mucus membrane, with dark green

color showing through, giving the appearance of gangrenous gut, which

has not yet lost its shine. I hesitated, fearing it might be a femoral

hernia, but going over the steps of my diagnosis again, decided that it

could not be that, so I proceeded aud removed a small tumor about

three and a half inches by one inch, completely encapsulated, which came

away without the least difficulty. On section it proved to be a melanotic

sarcoma. What the result ultimately will be it is difficult to say. I

am hoping to hear something of the patient again, as he lives near one

of our out-stations.

LEATHER SPLINT FOR USE IN CASES OF CARIES OF THE

SPINE IN THE DORSAL OR LUMBAR REGIONS.

By W. E. Plummer, M.D., Wenchow.

I have found that my Chinese patients object to plaster of Paris

splints, and often remove them

after a few days' use; so have

sought for some other form

of splint material, obtainable in

China, that would be cheap enough

to make its general use possible.

Such, I think, is cow's skin

leather. (Buffalo skin leather is

much thicker and more expen

sive.) For any who wish to try

this material a short account of

our method of using is added.

The night before the splint is

to be made a piece of leather,

about the required size, is placed

to soak in Chinese vinegar, and by

the following morning is soft and

pliable. The splint is made from

two pieces of leather ; each piece

is long enough to extend from the

upper level of the shoulder to
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the great trochanter of the femur, and the

width above is a little less than half the

circumference of the chest and below a

little less than half the circumference of the

waist.

First, two vertical incisions are made down

to the level of the armpit ; these are sufficiently
wide apart to clear the anterior and posterior

axillary folds (see fig. No. i). The piece of

leather thus separated (A, fig. i) is now rolled

on itself and tied in position by three pieces of

string, thus forming a rounded surface to

receive the weight of the axilla (see photo

No. i and fig. 2).

The pieces of leather (B and C, fig. 2) are

removed so as to make the upper border of

the splint level with the armpit roll.

The circumference at the hips being greater

than at the waist, a vertical incision is made

from the centre of the lower border up to a

point corresponding to the waist.

If the two pieces of leather are now placed

accurately in positioii on the body it will be

found that on each side the lower ends are

separated where the incisions were made

(see fig. 3) .

Into this gap a small piece of leather(E)

is sewn with string. (The holes for the

string have first to be made with a brad

awl.) When holes have been pierced

through the anterior and posterior borders

the splint is- ready to be placed in position

and laced up.

In very hot weather the patient may

perspire so profusely as to somewhat soften

the leather ; in that case a strip of per

forated zinc, sewn on the outside from each

armpit to hip, will prevent the leather

crinkling.

After the leather has been laced into

position the patient must lie on his back
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until the leather is dry. This takes

about twelve hours.

This material has the following ad

vantages over plaster of Paris :
—

I. The patients do not object to its

use.

2. The material is cheaper in Wenchow.

3. The splint can be removed and re

placed, so that the patient is able to wash

and avoid the irritation which is especially

likely to follow the use of plaster of Paris

in hot weather.

4. The time occupied in making the splint
is not longer than required for putting on

plaster of Paris.

5. The leather splint can be made bv one

man, while plaster of Paris needs two or

three men to apply it with comfort, and

in addition it is necessary to suspend the

patient.

Photo No. 2 shows the same material

used to make a splint for the hip

joint.

LUFF'S CHEMISTRY, ft J£ ||

Reviewed by Dr. George A. Stuart.

The publishing of Dr. Cousland' s translation of Halliburton's

Physiology was the first definite step taken towards giving Chinese

medical students modernized text-books with the uniform terminology

prepared by the committees of the Educational and Medical Associations.

Dr. Whitney's retranslation of Gray's Anatomy, now nearly through
the press, will be a further addition to this class of works.

The volume before us, which has been so admirably translated by
Dr. Gillison, supplies a much felt want. The original text-book is well

adapted to the needs of medical students of the present time in China ;

and even if subsequently more pretentious courses in chemistry are

taken by students who have completed this work, what is here learned

will serve as a very satisfactory basis for the advanced work. There
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are many good text-books in chemistry of this type, but none better

than the one chosen to meet the needs of Chinese students at the

present time.

The translation has been very accurately done, the style being a

clear, not-too-difficult Wen-li. Very few abstruse characters are to be

found ; and this is particularly fortunate in this case, as the new nomen

clature contains many unusual characters, not to speak of new forms

and combinations. The terminology is rendered very much clearer, to

the English reader at least, by the practice of putting the English term

in parenthesis in the midst of the text or at the top of the page. This

will also be of much use to the student, as most of those who will use

this book will have some knowledge of the English language.

The only thing which mars the work, in the opinion of the

reviewer, is the fact that the translator did not adhere in every

instance to the terms proposed by the Terminology Committees. Most

notable among these are the terms for arsenic, manganese and sodium.

Whether arsenic should be classified among the metals or among the

earths is an undecided question, and Dr. Gillison probably followed his

author in placing it among the metals. To this no objection can be

taken. But in the case of manganese and sodium it is quite different.

Rule II, adopted by the Terminology Committees, reads:
"

Let the

names of all the more important elements be significant and the less

important ones phonetic." There might be some difference of opinion

as to whether the term for manganese should be significant or phonetic.

But in any case |j£ was considered by the committees to be an impossible

term, and they attempted to make it significant by using |,|. By

adding a little to the character §|§ it might be both significant and

phonetic. In the case of sodium there would seem to be no doubt. So

widely diffused an element should certainly have a significant term,

which %$\ is not, its meaning being
"

to sharpen" (see Giles and

Kanghsi). fjg, as representing one of the greatest natural sources
of

sodium, is certainly open to no serious objection. That it is somewhat

similar in sound to the term for chlorine would find no difficulty in

practice, except possibly among foreigners. So seriously does the

reviewer regard this matter that he would rather see the edition of the

book marred by corrections of this term with a rubber stamp than that

gpSg should gain any greater currency as a term for sodium.

The typographer's and book-binder's work upon the book is of a

high order. It comes in two styles of binding. One in cloth boards in

a single volume, and the other in two volumes neatly and strongly

bound in Manila paper.
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In former notes we have called [ chsetse which are likely to be met

attention to the growing importance with. When the material is ex-

of the group of germs known as I amined in the fresh condition the
"

spirochaetae
"

in the causation I delicacy and translucency of the

of disease, and recent medical papers
i spirochsete pallida, together with

the characteristic shape of its spirals,
which consist of short, sharp,
uniform turns, generally from ten to

twenty-six in number, ought to be

sufficiently diagnostic to prevent
confusion with any other objects.
It is important, moreover, to note

that the organism exhibits this

typical form, not merely when in

motion but also when at rest,

whereas all other spirochsete which

are likely to be confused with it

only exhibit spiral coils of this type
when in particularly active move

ment.

Further investigations have now

led Dr. Schaudiun to the discovery
of a highly interesting difference

between spirochete pallida and

other spirochsete. Whereas the

many other spirochaetae he has

examined possess an undulatory
membrane, but no flagellse ; the

spirochsete pallida shows no recog

nizable undulatory membrane, but

possesses at either extremity a long,
slender flagellum equal in length to

from four to six coils of the spiral
body of the organism.

still further confirm this.

From theBritish Medical Journal,
October 28th, 1905, we quote the

following notes :
—

During the last few months, Dr.

Schaudinn tells us, his recent dis

covery of the presence in syphilitic
lesions of a characteristic spiro
chsete has been confirmed by more

than one hundred independent
authorities ; and Dr. Schaudinn

appears to be thoroughly justified
in his conclusions that in primary
and secondary lesions the spiro
chsete pallida is invariably present,
and that failures to demonstrate it

are merely due to inexperience and

faulty technique. In the last

seventy cases which Dr. Schaudinn

has examined, including cases of

congenital syphilis and also expe

rimental syphilis produced on the

ape, he has not met with a single
negative result. With tertiary

syphilis, however, he has not

been successful, and he is inclined

to the opinion that in these late

syphilitic manifestations the spiro
chsete has become modified into an

atypical, resting form.

One practical result of this wide

spread stimulus to the search for

the spirochete pallida is that the

presence of various spirochsetse in

a large number of pathological pro
ducts has been shown to be much

more frequent than was hitherto

supposed. Hence the difficulty is

increased of distinguishing the true

spirochsete pallida from other spiro-

obsbrvations on parangi

(yaws).

British MedicalJournal, November 18th,

1905. By A. Castellani, M.D.

This is a more' detailed account

of some observation reported earlier

by the same writer on the presence

of spirochsete inyaws.
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After entering into the history of

his discovery and the technique of

the preparations the writer gives
the following description of the

spirochsetse found :
—

In the preparations from ulcerat

ed lesions various spirochsetse are

present. One form is rather thick

and takes up the stain easily ; it

is morphologically identical with

the S. Refriugeus.
One form is thin, delicate, with

waves varying in size and number

and with blunt extremities—S tenius

obtusa. A third thin and delicate,
but tapering at both ends. S tenius

acuminata.

In non-ulcerated lesions there

may be found a spirochsete which

I believe to be identical with spiro
chsete pallida.
Frequently the patients present

ing spirochsetse do not show them

constantly, but only at long inter

vals. Weeks may pass before a

single spirochsete is found ; no

spirochsete are found in lesions

which are healing.

DIARRHOEA FROM FLAGELLATES.

ByAldo Castellani,M.D. BritishMedical

Journal, November nth, 1905.

The patient was a Maltese mer

chant resident in Ceylon for several

years, who was suffering from diar

rhoea. He had been passing for the

previous three days six to eight
motions in the twenty-four hours ;

no abdomiual pain, no tenesmus.

Stools semi-liquid and brownish,
without any blood or pus. The

organisms were swarming ; in each

field of the microscope I could count

forty or fifty at least.

The flagellates present could be

divided into three groups :
—

1. Large pear-shaped bodies possessing
an undulating membrane along
the body, two or three flagella at

one pole and a short thick one at the

other pole. An indistinct nucleus

was present and several non-pulsat
ing vacuoles could be seen. These

parasites are trichomonata—trichoma
hominis.

2. Small roundish bodies without any

undulating membrane. These bodies

had one flagellum only. The pro

toplasm was homogeneous. No

vacuole was present. These parasites
are, in my opinion, cercomonata.

3. Roundish non-motile bodies with

sometimes a. few vacuoles. These

bodies may perhaps be considered as

encysted forms.

In a second case similar in symp
toms to the above two more forms

of protozoa were observed :—

1. Several actively motile organisms
with eight flagella, two of them

taking origin at the inferior pole of

the body and others from various

parts of the body. In fresh prepara
tions these flagellates showed in the

posterior portion of the body two

very retractile roundish points situat
ed close together. This parasite is

Lamblia intestinalis.

2. A few individuals of another form of

protozoa, possibly a developmental
stage of the trichonoma. The or

ganism presents a continuous rapid
undulating movement from one to

the other extremity of the body, this

being due to the presence of an

undulating membrane.

Now and then at intervals of

fifteen or twenty seconds a very

narrow, long, straight pseudopo-
dium is shot from the body. The

pseudopodium is emitted very

quickly and as quickly retracted.

Only one is emitted at a time.

The protoplasm is finely granular,
and one small vacuole is often pres

ent.
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Under the charge of J. Preston

THE SURGICAL TREATMENT OF

NON-CANCEROUS AFFECTIONS

OF THE STOMACH.

Abdominal surgery has progress
ed so much of late years that it is

very difficult to give in sufficiently
small compass a rttsume of the

subject. In the British Medical

Journal, September 30th, 1905,

there is both the report of the dis

cussion on this subject at the annual

meeting of the British Medical Asso

ciation and a paper by Robson

delivered at the International Con

gress of Surgery held iu Brussels

during 1905.

Generally speaking the operation
which has gained for itself an estab

lished place in the treatment of

these affections is that of gastro

enterostomy by either the anterior

or posterior route ; the latter being

apparently preferred by those who

have most expereince in these opera
tions.

In the treatment of simple ulcer,
which has failed to yield to medical

means or in face of severe hcemop-
tysis, this operation seems of itself

to be a curative measure in the

majority of cases. Provided the

operation is performed, so that the

opening into the jejunum is as

near the jejunoduodeual junction
as possible, there is little fear of

setting up the much dreaded per
nicious circle, and it does not appear
if this is carefully done that there

is need to make an intestinal anas

tomosis in addition. But it is

well in performing the posterior
operation to place a stitch on either

side to anchor the jejunum to the

opening in the tranverse nesocolon

and prevent the possibility of an

internal hernia.

With regard to the treatment

of perforation of the stomach there

|lroqrc0s.

Maxwell, M.B., B.S., F.R C S.

is little to note of change in treat

ment. Operation should be under

taken at the earliest possible mo

ment if the stomach contents have

been widely distributed, lavage
with saline solution and suprapubic
drainage should be employed, but
if localized sponging is sufficient.

Excision of the perforated ulcer has

rather fallen into disuse, and the

edges should be infolded if possible,
and if near the pylorus the opera
tion may be well finished by the

performance of gastroenterostomy.
An omental graft is often of great

use, and the stomach should be well

washed out by means of a stomach

tube.

In obstructive dilatation and pri
mary dilatation which fails to yield
to medical treatment several opera

tions have quite dropped out of use.

These are pyroplasty, gastroplica-
tion, Doreta's operation, gastrolysis.
Finney's operation is still on its

trial. Gastro-enterostomy on the

other hand has firmly established

itself. The opening should be pos

terior and as near the pylorus as

possible.
Iu stenosis of the cardiac orifice of

the stomach this organ should be

opened and the stricture dilated

from below, after which bougies
should be used from above. While

this procedure is going on a gas

trostomy enables the patient to

obtain proper nourishment and can

be used should the opening contract

up again, as if properly managed it

gives the patient but little if any

inconvenience.

In persistent gastralgia, in which

the patient has been much reduced

and medical treatment has failed,

gastro-enterostomy has given ex

tremely good results.

Space forbids dealing with the

rarer cases of non-malignant tu-
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mors of the stomach, congenital

hypertrophic stenosis and Reich-

mann's disease.

In wounds of the stomach, by
either stab or bullet, it is important
to operate early ; bear in mind the

possibility of multiple wounds and

examine the posterior wall of the

stomach for injuries short of per

foration, but which, if left untreated,

may rapidly result in this accident.

THE PROBLEM OF CANCER.

Various scientific reports of the

Imperial Cancer Research Fund

(London, England) have lately
been issued, and the matter being
one which intimately concerns

Surgical Progress it is well that its

findings so far should be borne in

mind.

Placed in tabulated form these

are as follows :—

(1). There is nothing in the statistical

investigations of this Research Fund

which points to an actual increase

in the death rate from cancer.

(2). Cancer is an identical process in all

vertebrate animals.

(3). It develops at a time which con

forms in a striking manner to the

limits imposed by the short or long

compass of life in different animals.

(4). That cancerous tissue can be arti

ficially propagated in the short lived

mouse by actual transference to an

other individual, but only to one of

the same species.
(5). "The processes by which growing

cancer cells are transferred to a new

individual are easily distinguishable
and fundamentally different from

all the known processes of infection.
' '

(6).
"

Probably, when the full facts are

known, the recorded incidence of

cancer at all ages will approximate
in cattle and in mice to that at all

ages in the human subject."

(7). In 1903 the death rate for man at

all ages from cancer was lower than

the incidence of cancer in cows

found at the Glasgow abattoirs.

(8).
" Within the short time during

which the enquiries have been made

in the regions where intercourse

with civilized man is at a minimum,

specimens of undoubted malignant
new growths have been obtained."

(9). Undoubted malignant growths have
been found in fish, sixteen cases

being recorded.

(10). The idea that sarcoma is more

common amongst the young is rather
dispelled and it is added : —

"This result (viz., that the death
rate at each age group is found

steadily to increase with advancing
years in the manner long known to

be characteristic of carcinoma), has
an important bearing on the investi

gation of the nature of cancer ; for it

suggests that sarcomata and carcino
mata are manifestations in different
tissues of an essentially similar

process."

The quotations are taken from
the report direct, and some of the

points from a critique on the same

in the B.M.J. , September 9th, 1905.

ON THE REMOVAL OF THE UTERUS

IN UTERINE CANCER.

At the British Medical Associa

tion meeting of 1905 Professor Dr.

Wertheim described in detail his

operation for the removal of the

uterus and surrounding cellular

tissue in cases of this serious affec

tion. And whereas the abdominal

route for the removal of uterine

cancer has proved a most fatal one

in the past, in his hands the mortal

ity has been reduced to a very rea

sonable figure, whilst his statistics

of recurrence after operation are

extremely good, in spite of the fact

that he operates on sixty-five per

cent, of the cases which come under

his notice.

The method, which is fully
described with illustrations in the

September 23rd issue of the British

Medical Journal, consists of the

systematic exposure of the ureters

and the subsequent removal of the

uterus, upper part of the vagina,
broad ligaments and any enlarged
or palpable glands close to the iliac

vessels. Trendelenburg's position
is best for the operation, and the

preliminary cleansing of the vagina
should be done before the anaesthetic
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is administered, so as to lessen

the duration under the chloroform.
A similar operation has, in several

other operators' hands, been equally
successful, at any rate as regards
the immediate results, and it is quite
a possibility that the abdominal

route will in due time completely
displace the old vaginal operation.

ON WOUND OF THE THORACIC DUCT.

This accident, whilst fortunately
uncommon have, nevertheless, ac

counted for more than one death

after operation in the root of the

neck on the left side. Buckuall

(BritishMedicalJournal, September
30th, 1905) reports two cases in

which the accident happened. In

the first case tubercular glands were

being extirpated, in the second

cancerous glands were being dealt

with in like manner.

The loss of weight and strength

consequent on the loss of chyle were

remarkable in the first case. The

wound was reopened and the cut

duct found and ligatured. Rapid
restitution of strength and weight
ensued, and beyond some cedema of

both sides of the face, head and

neck, which passed slowly away,

no ill effects were noticeable.

In the other case the duct was

ligatured at the time of operation.
These cases prove that it is un

necessary to consider the question
of trying to reunite the ends of the

cut duct, and simple ligature is

probably the best method of treat

ing the accident.

Sprue and its Treatment.—Dr. W. Hartigan in Journal of

Tropical Medicine, March 1, 1905, says sprue is a complaint so baffling,
so difficult to cure, recurring so frequently after apparent recovery that

any hint as to its treatment is worth recording. The disease shows

itself in various forms, and many seemingly favourable cases prove most

intractable, while others make rapid and complete recoveries. In the

majority of cases which quickly respond to treatment the disease is

confined to about the lower eighteen inches of the bowel, while in the

intractable cases the upper portion of the colon and probably the lower

part of the ileum are involved. Hence, in the former, the almost

certain efficacy of copious antiseptic lavage, while in the latter they have

little or no effect on the actual course of the disease. Little is known of

the etiology of sprue. Its fatality is due to inability to assimilate food.

The usual symptoms are wasting, sore tongue and frequent and abun

dant frothy stools. The patients are unable to take the mildest or

simplest nourishment on account of the pain caused to the mouth and

tongue aud the almost immediate evacuation thereby brought on. The

value of antiseptics applied locally to the bowel has been proved. Boric

acid, however, produces headaches and increases digestive troubles.

Carbolic acid is ill-born ; salol makes the stools more healthy, but does

not cure the disease ; perchloride of mercury and naphthol are inefficient.

Cyllin, a new disinfectant of the cresol series, given in the form of

intestinal platinoids, 3 minims, cyllin in each, is well borne, the number

of stools rapidly diminishes, the bowels are regulated, and the general
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condition of the patient improved. The platinoids may be given every

second hour if necessary, but rarely more than eight a day are required.

They are best given an hour after food. All pain and tenderness over

the lower part of the abdomen disappear ; there is a steady increase in

weight, and the patient is soon able to return to the ordinary diet. The

cases treated solely by rest and milk diet take a much longer time to get

well, and their recovery is often not complete. Relapses, particularly
on returning to a hot climate, are frequent.—The Monthly Cyclopcedia.

IBooft IRevfew.

MANUAL OF NURSING H &' g %.

This is a timely little handbook that has been prepared by the mem

bers of the Central China Branch of the Medical Missionary Association.

The book contains seventy-four leaves of text, divided under the follow

ing heads. First, there is an Introduction which calls attention to llie

fact that the office of nursing is the development of Christian civiliza

tion, and treats of the qualifications of a nurse morally, and the special

qualities desired in one who gives himself to this work. Then follow

chapters upon Elementary Anatomy and Physiology, Surgical Nursing,

General Nursing, Nursing in Medical Cases, Obstetric Nursing, and

Nursing in Children's Diseases. At the close is a glossary of terms in

English and Chinese.

The Chinese style aims to be an easy Wen-li, but is rather

deficient in this respect. However this is no serious objection, as the

subject matter is most excellent, and the class of students who will

ordinarily use this book will not care much about the literary style.

The terminology aims to be non-technical. It might well have more

closely followed the new lists, however, as medical students can also

use this book with much profit, and many of the proposed lists are as

clear to the ordinary reader as the terms chosen in this book. For

instance £jJ is used for "acute" instead of f^, as in the Association

lists.

We anticipate that this little manual will quickly find a place in

every hospital in China.

G. A. S.
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"OPIUM IN THE ORIENT."

Every one of us has read the report of the Philippine Com

mission and, we doubt not, most of us are delighted therewith. It

warms the heart and gives one hope that not only in the Philippines

there may be freedom irorn the opium curse, but that even in

China, in the not very far future, something practical may be done.

It seems possible and very strange that after all England may never

grasp the opportunity of undoing her long standing wrong, but

that China herself, in the not very distant future should, with the

indpeudence born of Japan's late success, shut opium out along

some such lines as those Japan is pursuing in Formosa.

That the report of the Commission is actually to be the basis

of future methods in the Philippines is quite the expected thing.

Twentv years ago such a practical and radical procedure would

have been laughed at by the American people and eternally buried

in the archives of Congress. But times have changed.

THE ROLES.

During the China New Year holidays the Secretary has been

engaged, among other things, in the periodic task of revising the

membership list of the Medical Missionary Association ; and the

list, as revised, is sent out with the March number of the Journal,

in the earnest hope that the members and others who may see it

will promptly notify the Secretary of any mistakes.

The effect on the Secretary has been both inspiring and depress

ing ; inspiring in that he has discovered how large the number

of medical missionaries in China actually is; depressing in that it

shows that one-sixth of the total are not affiliated with the Associa

tion, though it would be unjust to say that they are not in sympathy

with its work and aims. Why is it that so large a number Lave

taken no part in the work of the Association and so neglected the

No. 2.
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means God has given us for mutual council and help? The

Secretary can only think that the chief reason is indifference both

on the part of the new-comers and also on the part of the older

members of the Association residing in their vicinity.

Here are a few statistics of the non-members of the Association

in their geographical distribution : Chihli 9, Kwangtung 7, Sze-

chuen and Yunan 7, Fukien 6, Manchuria 5, Hunan and Hupeh

3, Kiangsu 3, Amoy district 3, Chekiang and Shantung each 2,

other regions 6. The other source of depression to the double-

dutied official in question is the small proportion of members who

take any active interest in the Journal. (Excuse us if we have men

tioned it before.) Without wishing to acquire the reputation of a

shrew in the Association we must say, in all seriousness, that the

support given to the Journal (we do not mean financial support)

by the members of the Association is nothing less than disgraceful.

Out of some 250 members there are less than twenty-five who really

act on the belief that the Journal has a claim on their interest and

support. Perhaps fifty more help us by sending their annual hospital

reports, for \\ hich we are grateful, and the rest where are they ? It was

pointed out at the Conference last year that if one-half the members

of the Association would write twice a year for the Journal we

should have no lack of material, while as a matter of fact we are

even as the beggars before your doors, who hardly know from where

their next meal is to come.

Oh that something that we could say or do would kindle in

the hearts of the members that loyalty which they should feel for

their official offspring who, through long years of inanition, is not

yet able to walk alone.

THE RIOT AT CHANG-PU.

The news received this last month of another outbreak in the

south, this time at Chang-pu, in Southern Fukien, in which a mob,

reported to be revolutionary, destroyed the residences, church

buildings and hospital of the English Presbyterian Mission, is a

sad beginning for the New Year in China. Fortunately in this case

there was no loss of life. So far as reported there was no pro

vocation beyond the usual anti-foreign aud anti-Christian animus

which seems to be underneath most of these ebullitions of stupidity
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and short-sighted policy on the part of the lords of misrule in

this fair laud.

One cannot help wondering how long these things are going

on and if they cannot be prevented. The causes are various, but we

believe they may be narrowed down to four: race prejudice, supersti

tion, misgovernment and, in rarer instances, actual aggression or

lack of tact on the part of the foreigners.

So far as missionaries are concerned these forms of opposition,

while they are to be deplored, and avoided when possible, cannot

be unexpected. In all the history of the Christian church, from

the first century to the twentieth, there has not been a time in

the progress of the Kingdom in a heathen nation when these

persecutions did not come. Our Lord Himself told His disciples

to expect as much. Human nature, unregenerated by the

Spirit of Christ, is the same the world over. If even in His

followers it breaks bounds at times, what else can be expected of

the heathen who know Him not? "The light sinned in the

darkness and the darkness comprehended it not," for "men loved

darkness rather than light, because their deeds were evil."

NOT MERELY AN "AMERICAN FRAUD."

Among the numerous periodicals that engage our editorial

attention and that make walking through the sanctum difficult,

that which we read for the pure joy of living, is Collier's. The

Bulletin of Johns Hopkins Hospital and the Missionary Recorder

are good exercise, but Collier's is a rush over the ice on skates,

a tear across country behind a good pack, a climb to the top of

Fugi. It does not come to us as an exchange. We pay for it out

of our pocket, and that means something with silver at 1.92 and

prices at 2.50. We do not even aspire to understand the "Sick-a

bed Lady" beyond the fact that both to the old and the young

doctor, medical ethics and propriety seem to have been quite as misty

as the rest of the story is to us. But before Collier's stand on the

proprietary medicine question we are sitting in the front row and

listening with two ear trumpets, just to show our interest. Of

course this matter has been in the hearts of the profession for many

a year, and we have longed for the power to do something about it.
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But the more we said the more we were misunderstood, and so we

have continued to protest mildly and hopelessly. Now the most

popular weekly in America has spoken the truth and right from

its heart, and if the people do not listen, . . . well there is no use of

saying
"

what," because they will. The American people do listen

when the right man speaks.

How we wish there were a Chinese edition of Collier' s\ It

is a strong expression, but we mean it when we say that opium

WILL NOT PROVE A GREATER CURSE TO CHINA THAN WILL THE

PATENT AND ADULTERATED MEDICINE CURSE IF IT IS ALLOWED

TO TAKE ITS PRESENT COURSE TO ITS NATURAL TERMINATION.

One must live in Shanghai to get at this proposition. One must

know the sick Chinese pretty thoroughly to grasp its import.
We do both !

The Chinese are the greatest medicine eaters on earth. There

is no limit to the amount of medicine they will consume. At

present their own medicines are worthless, but at least comparatively

harmless. All the conditions are ready, and so are the patent

medicine fiends. Shanghai is fairly papered with promises to cure

ever)' known ill. Huge dyspensaries are springing up to pour

their vile stuff upon a people that knows nothing of its use or of its

danger. Every patent medicine that one has ever heard of, and

many more, are here and doing well, and the Chinese are buying

in large quantities, prescribed by Chinese druggists who know

nothing of what they are doing except that there is money in it.

And probably the worst part of it all is that most of it is not what

it pretends to be but some Japanese or other imitation. I do not

suppose that the cod-liver oil preparations that the Chinese buy

ever saw the shadow of a cod-fish. I know that the whiskey that

is made here, aud sold as Hongkew whiskey, is made of wood-

alcohol, weak tea and sugar. It makes for five cents and sells up

to a dollar a bottle. And the Chinese in Shanghai, especially the

younger men, are surely and not by any means slowly learning to

get drunk on foreign liquor. To say that the Chinese temparament
is contrary to the liquor habit is absurd. Wait and see that we are

right. It is proved already in Shanghai. Make it cheap enough

and it will go. I heard the other day of a Chinese feast, at which

every man present drank a quart bottle of California port wine.
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Morphine is sold, as we all know, widely as a "sure cure" for the

opium habit. It cures too every time. And the virtuous Japanese

who guards his sacred country from the opium cures, sells to any

and every Chinese coolie that asks for it a cheap hypodermic syringe

with which to work out his own eternal damnation if he can. Can

he ? Well that depends. There may not be room enough when

all the patent medicine people get in.

It may not yet be too late. Are we going to do anything

about this matter ?

THE TREASURER'S REPORT.

The annual statement of the accounts of the Medical Journal

and also the Publication Committee are herewith presented with

the kind assistance of Mr. Williamson, the accountant at the

Mission Press. The only part of the account that has actually

passed through the Treasurer's hands are the subscriptions to the

Publication Fund, with a few exceptions, which have been sent

directly to the Press, and an occasional Journal subscription.

From the time that the Journal goes to press it is obviously

impossible to publish the annual statement to the 31st of December

in the January issue ; so the Treasurer offers no apologies for

presenting it in March and would respectfully suggest that By-law

4 be amended at the next general meeting.

Financial Statement for 1905.

Dr. China Medical Missionary Journal in account with the Treasurer. Cr.

To 4/5 balance transferred to Pub B}T Balance brought forward from
lication Committee Fund ...$400.00 1904 ...$506.36

„ Printing Journal 583.00 ,,
Sales during the year (1 ett) ■•• 513-44

,, Hire Union Church Lecture ,, Subscriptions collected ,,
... 269.44

Hall 10.00
,,

Advertisements ,, ,,
... 114.69

,, Magazine Wrappers 8.75
,, Printing Constitution, Circu 1,403-93

lars, Programs, Blanks, etc. 20.72

,, Photo Block and Collotypes,etc. 64.22
>, Fifty extra copies MayJooRNAL 7.00

,, Stationery ... ... ... 2.40

,, Advertising in Recorder ... 2.00

,, One Nomenclature returned... .40

1, Stamps and Postage ... ... 82.71

$1,181.20 $1,181.20

By Balance brought forward $222.73
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PUBLICATION FUND.

Contributed for the purpose of publishing medical text-books

and other literature in the Chinese language useful to the advance

ment of medical education ; to be used under the control of the

Publication Committee of the Medical Missionary Association of

China.

Previously reported $1,776 13

Dr. J. Howard Montgomery, Chang-pu 15.00

„
M. I). Kubank, Huchow 5.00

,, J. Sjoqmst, S.ang-yiang 5.00

Prof R. R. Simpson £ 5 o o

Dr. J. W. Ballantyne .... 500

,, Keppie Paterson 1 1 0

,.
R. J. Pve Smith I o o

,, Courtney Kenny 15 o o

,,
A. H F. Barbour 25 o o

„ James Ritchie 220

Miss J. N. Anderson ^500
Mrs. Landale 1 0 o

Mr. A. S. Cousland 10 0 o

From Dumfriesshire 200

Edinburgh Medical Miss. So. 25 0 0

Anonymous 12 0 0

Through Dr. P. S. Cousland /"109 3 0=11,031.35

$2,832 48

Publication Committee Fund, 1905.

Dr. Cr.

To Printing Physiologies $248.28 By U Balance from Iournal ... $400.00
,, ,,

Nomenclatures 301.00 ,, Subscriptions I.376-I3

,, ,, Circulars, etc. 18.55 ,, Sales of Publications (nettj 491.06

,,
Blocks and Illustrations 255-33

,, Binding 28.50 2,267.19

,,
Dr.Cousland to balance act. 20.00

,, Mailing and Postage 14-59

,, Advertising n.50

,,
Books returned 8.50

,,
Invoices 72

$906.97 J906.97

By Balance.. $1,360.22

THE C. C. M. M. A.

We have to thank the Secretary of the Central China Branch

of our Association for a neat little program of its meetings for 1906,

which will be found under Correspondence. We sincerely hope

that not only the papers but also the discussion of them, so far as is

possible, may be sent to the Journal, that those of us who are

beyond the immediate influence of such an organization may yet

be able to gain some of the help and inspiration which we so sadly

need, and which is best obtained in the pursuit of common interests

and high ideals in the spirit of brotherly courtesy and friendly

rivalry.
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Ibospital

While we cannot record for the

twelve months just closed more

. . D
.. . startling deeds,

American Baptist % .. ,

... , <,
. more faithful

Mission, Swatow. a . .-, ,'

effort than have

characterized preceding years in the

medical work of this station, yet

to a new-comer the second year

cannot but hold more ot encourage

ment than the first when he found

himself hampered at every turn

because of his inability to speak
or to profit when spoken to, having
had but three months' language
study to begin with. Although
that discouraging feature is by no

means removed, though lessened

in some degree, we feel that the

year has been one of progress. A

better grade of medical and evan

gelistic work has been done than

last year. The men's department,
in both old and new buildings, was

well filled during the busy fall

season, and there was a goodly
attendance of women also. With

the rice harvest came the usual

decrease in numbers, but we have

been pretty busy up to the end of

the year. In November dispensary
work was begun at Chao-yang, a

city of over 200,000 souls, situated

ten miles inland and connected with

us by steam launch. Thus far one

day a week is spent there with an

average attendance of seventy-five

patients. We hope it may be a

help to the evangelistic work carried
on in that city and in the large
area for which that is the chief

trading point ; and that it may be

instrumental also in leading many

to the hospital as in-patients, where
the opportunities for influencing
them are so much greater than

during the short dispensary hours.

In connection with the evangelistic
work at the hospital we have been

IReports.

especially pleased with the spirit
with which the theological students
have taken hold of the chapel ser
vices each morning and evening.
They lead in turns ; two having
charge for a week and then giving
place to two others until the list

of leaders is exhausted. Special
evangelistic work for the women

has been conducted by Mrs. Waters

and later by Mrs. Worley ; a service

being held each afternoon for the

in-patients.
Some of the individual cases

have been quite interesting. One

patient came with necrosis of the

thigh bone in two places, the result
of wounds received in a clan fight.
Upon operation a flattened bullet

was found in the upper third of the

thigh. The assistants then remem

bered that the man had been at the

hospital some time previous to my

coming, when a bullet was removed
from the lower third, from which

point, however, there was still some

discharge. Duriug the entire his

tory of the case there were three

anaesthetic operations and one or

two minor ones ; and though he

vomited badly after each anaesthetic

he was always eager for an opera

tion until he finally went home

cured. He became a Christian

after his first visit to the hospital,
and often while there could be

heard reading his Bible and sing
ing hymns, and since his return

home reports have come of his

active Christian work in his own

neighborhood.
A man over sixty years of age,

for many 3'ears an active Christian,
came to us this year for an amputa
tion of the thigh. For forty years
his only mode of locomotion had

been by means of his one sound

limb and a bamboo staff. The
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knee joint of his diseased member

was ankylosed with the leg flexed

at a right angle. Dr. Scott, my

predecessor, had urged him bel^re

to have an amputation performed,
for the limb frequently gave him

trouble, but it is said that he did

not fancy the idea of a one-legged
man preaching the Gospel. But the

more severe pain of late and the

constant discharge had made him

not only willing but urgent. It

was necessary to amputate in the

upper third, but he recovered well

and went home in a few weeks in

a satisfactory condition. Before he

had been removed from the operat

ing table his son asked me if he

should get a box and bury the

dismembered portion upon the hill

side. The father quickly replied,
"Oh, never mind about that; in

the resurrection Christ will give
me a new body."
Another case, not so encourag

ing, but illustrating a very common

attitude toward one of China's

great evils, we cite from among

the women patients. A young wom

an came a few weeks ago with a

badly ulcerated foot, due to foot-

binding. One toe was entirely gone

and another nearly so. Remedies

were applied and the ulcer rapidly
healed, but when we approached
the question of unbinding the other

foot all persuasions were futile.

Even the evident possibility of the

return of the disease if the foot

were rebound—as she doubtless

intended it should be when she

returned home—and the knowledge
that her sister had died from the

same trouble, were both of them

unavailing arguments. Her hus

band too preferred that she remove

the bandages while at the hospital,

but no one else in her village had

unbound feet, so hers must be

bound too, though she might pay
for it with her life.

How we should like to report

every patient healed a regenerate

soul, but we have been told to sow

the seed, and we know that the

Lord of the harvest will most surely
give the increase.

R. E. Worley.

As one who in a state of abject
poverty suddenly finds himself rich,

Medical Work,
so comes the

Shantung. ™edlf
l

wofrk
of

s

Shantung to re

port in 1905. From miserable mud-

floored huts as wards, a dispensary
so small the doctor had to get in

the corner and open the door back

against herself for a patient to pass

out, no colleague to help in surgical
operations and difficult obstetrical

cases, no physician of the General

Board to take charge of men and

school boys, no native assistant

worthy the name, to clean new

wards with brick floors,well lighted,
well heated and roomy dispensary,
a colleague up in all the newest

and best in the medical profession
at home, a brother physician of the

General Board, and an assistant,

young, strong and capable,
—all this

is a transition so great as to call

for devout thanks.

The Priscilla Bennett Hospital,
almost a counterpart of the Isabella

Fisher Hospital of Tientsin, is not

finished, but is growing fast, and

will be ready for occupancy by fall.

The Chinese buildings to be used

as wards are nearly completed.

1905.

PRISCILLA BENNETT

HOSPITAL.

To those who see only the

external it is a poor substitute
for

a fine marble monument in a

beautiful green cemetery at home,

but to the eyes which see
"

beyond''
it is scintillating with diamond

luster, as it faces the great Tax

temple just over the city wall, and
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lifts the banner of Christ at the

very foot of the sacred mountain,

inviting the endless procession of

weary pilgrims to come in, be healed
and find the rest for their souls

which neither the idolatry of the

great yellow roofed temple nor the

pilgrimage up the mountain can

bestow.

Our hospital is situated on the

road to the sacred mountain, "The

Road to the Clouds
"

being the

name of the street, and many

pilgrims have stopped by our gate
to listen to Wang Lao T'ai T'ai,
or have gone in to drink tea with

her aud listen to her messages of

love. Many of them have also

come to us for treatment. Two

priests from the Great Temple have
been among our patients, and one

priest from the Temple of Punish

ments. One of our out-calls was to

see a nun from the nunnery clear

over the crest of T'ai-shan. She

was very friendly and invited us to

the mountain top to spend several

days with her. One grateful man

with synovitis of the left knee

brought us two strings of cash, a

little over fifty cents gold, and

thanking us profusely said he was

a believer in the true God, and

prayed to Him twice every day.
He finished his burst of grateful
and pious eloquence with,

"

I don't

know what I should do without the

Lord!"

Many hopeless cases have come

to us this spring, and among them

quite a number of lepers. Poor

creatures ! Many li (one-third
mile) away they hear of the foreign
doctor and the wonderful cures,

and come long distances only to be

informed that they are past help.
It is hard lines for them, and hard

also for the doctor, for they think

she can cure them if she will ; and

when with an aching heart because
of their misery and her helplessness,
she has told them many times their

case is hopeless, they prostrate

themselves and beg for her com

passion. Of lepers, those with

destroyed eyes, anxious friends with

the insane, aud living corpses in

the form of opium victims,—the

last are the worst, the opium sots.

Dead to all intents and purposes
and yet alive, pleading with their

ghastly eyes and faces so piteously
for the help which is beyond the

power of mortal to give. One such

case was among our out-calls. The

ancestral tablets on the window

ledge of the dingy little room, the

pile of books on the table, the

cultured voice with which the

patient spoke the dialect of the

scholar, and the opium pipe and

lamp near his couch, all told the

tale before he did. An official and

scholar from a distant province
while here officially had been caught
by the last stages of opium dissolu

tion, and so in that dingy room

with his daughter he waited the

coming of Death. A living skele

ton, with gray wrinkled skin drawn

over the bones, abdomen enormously
distended with dropsy, hands and

feet offensive with dry gangrene, he

was a horror to himself and every
one else, and yet not dead.

A great drawback to our Shan

tung medical work is the seeing of

the sick and giving foreign medicine

by those who are not doctors, both
native and foreign. It is hard

enough to win the Oriental, who is

suspicious and filled with fear of

devils and undreamed of supersti
tions, associating all sickness and

its cure with spirits and magic,
without having to receive the

patients after they have passed

through the hands of others whom

they
—the patients

—have no way

of knowing to be ignorant of the

science of medicine.

A lady missionary, in one of the

cities of our country circuit, told

me she thought she deserved credit

for steadfastly refusing to treat the

Chinese with foreign medicine. It
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had been hard to do, as most of her

associates did give medicines. Her

reward for doing the right thing,
she said, had been to be regarded
by the natives as not so well

educated as the rest.

One old man of our native church

has his sign out as a foreign
medicine doctor, and is regarded

by the neighbours as belonging to

the medical staff of our mission. A

native pastor's wife who was under

my care was given a mixture of

opium, brandy and anise-seed by
her husband. Whereupon I un

earthed the interesting fact that he

had a book translated by the English-

speaking medical student of a mis

sionary doctor, and a foreigner who
was not a physician, which book ;

gives a list of diseases, their symp- j
toms and remedy, and directions for
making the remedy.
A would-be suicide was carried

into the hospital court one evening
six hours after she had taken

opium. After we had worked over

her some time, I reproached them

for not coming sooner. They re

plied that they had gone at once to

"a neighboring mission, and the

foreign pastor had given them

medicine, but it had not been

effective.

This kind of work cheapens the
medical profession and weakens

the medical work which can be

such a power in mission work in

China. It also interferes seriously
with medical self-support. Why
should a patient come at a set time,
which may be inconvenient for him,
and pay two and one-half cents

which is precious to him, for the

services of the doctor, when her

neighbor will see him at any time

and charge him nothing ?

Early in this fall Wang Lao T'ai

T'ai, Mrs. Kao, our pupil and

assistant and myself made the

rounds of the Shantung district.

It was a refreshing sight as we

stopped to rest to see Mrs. Kao on

one side of the Mission wheel

barrow, and Wang Lao T'ai T'ai
on the other, both preaching
earnestly to the crowd which
surrounded them on all sides. As
I sat on my horse at a little dis

tance and tried to realize the full

significance of that itinerating
Gospel wheelbarrow with its two

earnest preachers and listening
multitude, a picture of a traveler

sitting down by a well to rest, and

asking for a drink of water, with

the final scene, "The whole city
came out to Him," passed before

my eyes, and I was content to sit

in the sun and dust, weary from

hours in the saddle and wait for

that wheelbarrow. Everywhere the
barrow-men stopped to rest or eat,
the scene was repeated. Every
where we held clinics ; crowds

beside the sick came to sit at the

feet of Wang Lao T'ai T'ai, and

when at last we entered our own

court again and I said to her,
"Now you must have a good rest

after these three weeks of toil;"
she laughed her gurgling laugh,
which does one's soul good to hear,

and replied, "Tired? I'm not

weary. How could I become

fatigued in doing the Lord's work."
The evangelistic results of med

ical work cannot be tabulated and

the doctor's soul is often filled with

sickening disgust as she thinks

bitterly, "What is the use of my

wearing myself out trying to resus

citate women who have taken

poison to escape a life which is not

worth living, while a howling mob

of her relatives surround me, wait

ing for the gasp as the signal for

pulling the house down about the

ears of those who have caused her

death ; in assisting the birth of

uuwelcomed girl babies, and in

cleansing and binding up foul

ulcers and offensive spoiled feet;

in treating suppurating ears and

pulling decayed teeth, when it

never leads to the conversion of
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any one !
' '

And she longs un- 1

speakably for the cool green woods

and clovery meadows of the home

land. Then from some unexpected
source she catches a glimpse of the

fruits of her labors and is satisfied.

In his prayer one morning our

night watchman mentioned the

case of a little boy from a distant

village who was operated upon in

the hospital last year, saying,
"Father knows how there wasn't

one believer in that village when

the boy came to the hospital, and

now there are not a few. We

beseeech Thee to give Wang Lao

T'ai T'ai strength to preach to all

the patients, and the doctor skill to

cure their diseases, that all villages
to which patients return from the

hospital may become Christian."

STATISTICS.

Number of dispensary prescriptions 2,513

„ ,, house patients 28

,, ,, out-calls 43

Fees received, U. S. gold $34-13

Rachel Benn.

We are now in a position to pass

under review the work carried on

Church of
at 0Ur

*0SfTl dUriDg
Scotland, %len0d

°f five yearS-

lchang
The accompanying

condensed statistics of

these five years show how the work

has grown far beyond our think

ing and far surpassing our highest
hopes :—

Out- In- Opera- Subscrip-
patients. patients. tions. tions.

1901 2,583 160 47 £ 42 4 °

1902 8,356 256 81 144 10 o

1903 7.571 279 74 101 7 o

"9°4 9,348 341 106 194 3 o

'905 11,131 419 143 ifi4 5 6

And these cold figures tell but a
small part of the story, for they
are silent as to the love, and af

fection, and increased confidence of

the people which we know we have

won. So pressing has been the

call for increased accommodation

this year that we have been com

pelled to remodel the plan of our

wards and to purchase new beds.

This new arrangement enables us

to take in seventy patients, com

pared with fifty formerly, and with

the exception of the foreign ward,
these new beds were immediately
filled, and, at the time of writing,
we have in many cases to require
patients wishing to come in to delay
until beds are empty and ready for

them. The increased confidence of

the people in the foreign doctor is

abundantly shown by the larger
numbers attending the hospital,
but more particularly in the more

frequent calls upon us to attend

the officials in the city.
These increased attendances have

practically prevented us from con

tinuing our much-loved country

work, and now the fact of the

matter is that iu our daily work

in lchang we see a far larger
number of patients daily than we

should ever have at any of our

country stations. We are constantly

having patients come in from dis

tances of over 100 miles, recom

mended to us by some friend of

theirs returning home cured, and

telling of the wonders of the for

eigner's hospital ; for our common

every-day surgery is a real miracle

to those who only know the crude

and empiric methods of the ordinary
Chinese quack.
It has also been found necessary

this year to fall in with the demands

of Chinese etiquette and have the

women's ward in a separate build

ing from the men. The "isolation

ward" was therefore prepared for

them, but this is insufficient to

meet the needs, for it can only put

up some fifteen patients, and should
an epidemic occur, then the women

will have to go.

We have also proved the im

possibility of our attempting to

give anything like an adequate
training to our native assistants.

It was at one time our desire to

take them gradually through the

whole medical curriculum, probably
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completing their course in some

eight years. But we find it im

possible to efficiently undertake both

the regular hospital work and the

training of students ; either the one

or the other must suffer, and so

we have dropped the systematic

training of our native nurses, and

confine ourselves to giving them

practical clinical instruction in the

wards and out-patient department

day by day. By so doing we reserve

to ourselves some time every day for

medical reading, which is absolutely

necessary if a man would keep him

self abreast in the rapidly evolving

days, when our medical science is

advancing by such mighty leaps.
In a few years, if our funds

permit, we hope to send our most

promising student to one of the

medical schools now being estab

lished in China for a full five years'

course of study, from whence he

will return to us, fully able to share

the responsibility of hospital work,
and will then set us free to alter

nately visit in our country stations.

The out-patients brought their

usual quota of amusing incident,

though in most cases a knowledge
of Chinese is essential for an ap

preciation of the humour. Those

who know the language will doubt

less appreciate the following bon

mots; and more especially when

we state that the questioner in each

case was not a foreigner, but a

native assistant :
—

Fp^fT-t&o^«»o

Hio

®f?o
F^f»!fiim?«om* mL

Ignorance gives the rise to in

cidents anything but humourous,

and as far as the patients are

concerned with almost tragic con

sequence. As for example the case

at present in the wards of a poor

ignorant tracker, whose knee joint
was irremediably damaged through
the falling of a great stone in the

gorges. Amputation through the

thigh was necessary, and at the

operation all went well. The next

day he was carried into the operat

ing room to have the temporarily
inserted drainage tube removed, and
to our horror made his appearance

holding the naked stump in his

unwashen hands, having removed

the bandages and dressings as he

was being carried along. Needless

to say his wound became septic,
but fortunately only mildly so.

Another patient finding an abdomi

nal wound very irritable, a day or

so after operation, managed to worm

his nails under the bandages to

obtain relief. He nearly lost his

life in consequence, and of course

blamed us. But though such cases

try one's patience, and often dis

appoint us sadly, when the greatest
care possible has been taken to

make our operations successful ; yet
the majority of our patients are

very obedient, and give very little

trouble indeed. Except in the

case of opium smokers, whose

nervous system has become, as it

were, devitalised by the drug, they
bear pain very stoically, demand

the minimum of attention, and

gladly help each other in the ward.

When once a Chinese has summoned

up sufficient courage to enter the

hospital, he trusts the foreign doctor

implicitly, treats him with greatest

respect, and listens to his teaching

with an avidity and earnestness rare

ly to be seen outside the walls of the

hospital. Of course all men do not

speak well of us, and some of the

Chinese oppose and slander us on

every occasion.

women's work.

We have each year been able to

speak of the evidence of a gradual
increase in the confidence of the
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people, with the resulting steady
addition to the number of patieuts.
For some reason it has been more

marked this year, almost on the

principle of compound interest, and

doubtless because we have visited

some of the highest officials in the

city. On looking back over the

work in a general way we seem to

remember most vividly the slave

girls. For a long time they formed

quite a large and important section
of our out-patient and in-patient
practice. They do not come of

themselves, but are brought by
their wealthy owners, who are

willing and glad to pay for their

board and treatment, not only to

have them recover and so get more

use of them, but in many cases

to get rid of a burdensome stranger
whom they recently bought. This

influx of slave girls was caused by
the recent famine in the west, and

the illness itself was iu quite a few

cases due to starvation, or indiscre

tion in diet so soon as they had left

the famine districts. All hospitals
on the river find the slave girls a

very interesting and a very needy
class. One can heal them perhaps,
but can do little or nothing to raise

them mentally or spiritually except
what they are taught for the short |
time they are under one's care.

There is a very wide scope for

mission work if one could buy
them and free them and educate

them. We have just heard of

thirty being shipped down by one

steamer from here to the lower

river ports. One would have to be

willing to lay one's self open to the

charge of dealing in slavery (or
rather emancipation) and would

need a great deal of money for the

upkeep of such a scheme. They
look hopeless and downtrodden, but

they are eminently teachable and at

the best age for development.
For the in-patient work we have

found it convenient with such an

increase in our numbers to have

two small rooms than one large
one, so we have used the isolation

wing instead of the former women's

ward this summer and winter.

At present one ward is used for

children and one for women, but

our usual aim is to keep one for

medical or aseptic cases and the

other for the less particular ones.

Both are filled just now, there

being thirteen women and children

and two infants.

MEDICAL NOTES.

A recent criticism of medical

mission hospital reports said that
"

they make excellent reading as

Sunday school tracts, but as hos

pital reports
—never." The follow

ing paragraphs, which lay readers

are advised to skip, are an attempt
to remedy such a grievance:—

During the five years of our

work in lchang what has struck us,

far more than the strange diseases

we see, is the absence, partial or

complete, of many disorders which

are reckoned very common com

plaints in England. We have

never yet seen typhoid in a native.

The only cases in our hospital have
been in foreign sailors just up from
Hankow. Is it that the Chinese

never drink milk ? We have heard

it stated that the only cases in

Chinese occurring in the larger

ports are in those natives who ape

the foreigner and, like him, drink

milk. Statistics in Hankow or

Shanghai should soon be able

to prove this. Scarlet fever and

whooping cough we have never

seen in lchang. Rheumatic fever,

too, we have not met, although
chronic rheumatism, muscular

rheumatism, and rheumatoid arthri

tis are far from uncommon. This

seems to point to the essentially
different nature of the organism or

toxim of rheumatic fever to those

of the allied conditions, which seem

allied only in name. Gout is even

rarer than in Scotland, and perhaps
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for the same reason that the

favourite intoxicant in China is a

spirituous, not a fermented liquor,

although the
"

superfluity of foods

and drinks, the luxurious appli
ances of civilised life, and the tri

fling bodily exertion" are amply

present in the wealthier homes.

Diabetes we have never met, either

niellitus or insipidus. Rickets in

children seems very rare ; we only
recall two cases, due seemingly to

the excessively starchy diet and the

poverty-stricken homes. Cancer is

markedly uncommon as compared
with the numerous cases met with

in our home hospitals. We have

not seen more than a dozen cases

during the five years. Sarcoma,

however, is quite common, the

favourite sites for this tumour

being the lower end of the femur

and the antrum of Highmore.
Melanotic sarcoma is also frequently
seen, but in the majority of cases

the patient will not believe our

serious prognosis aud refuses opera
tion until too late. Appendicitis
has not evolved so rapidly as it

seems to have done in Europe and

America. We can report no case

of gall stones. Lobar pneumonia
is also rarely seen, but we have

had one or two quite typical cases.
Valvular heart disease is extremely
common, but the rarity with which

the aortic valves become affected is

a matter for surprise. All our

cases have been mitral or tricuspid.
The extreme frequency of specific
disease in China, and the lengths
to which it is allowed to run un

treated, would lead one to expect
a correspondingly large proportion
of those diseases of the nervous

system which in the "books" are

attributed to that poison. But

locomotor ataxia and its allies,

general paralysis and other insani

ties, are markedly uncommon. Are

these nervous diseases due then,
not to specific poison, but to specific
treatment ?

We would be glad if all our

medical confreres in malaria dis
tricts would join with us in the

experiment of treating ordinary
attacks of benign malaria with
cinnamon. We do not claim

originality in the use of this drug,
for we fancy we saw it advocated
iu some Indian medical journal.
In our hands it has proved quite as

effective as quinine in certain cases,

while in a small minority it has

undoubtedly failed. Repeated blood

examinations have revealed the

entire disappearance of the malarial

Plasmodium under its use. We

still need to discover the reason

of its failure in certain cases, and

this will soon be effected if other

observers will try the treatment.

We prescribe pulv. cinnamomi in

five to ten grain doses t. d. s.

Compared with quinine it is con

siderably cheaper, has no evil after

effects, and is much more palatable,
especially for childreu. The most

marked case we have yet had was

that of a foreigner with a most

pronounced idiosyncrasy against
quinine if taken by the mouth, and

who was treated in Shanghai solely

by hypodermic injections-of quinine.
His blood was full of tertian para

sites, which vanished after the

exhibition of fifteen grains of pulv.
cinnamomi. We have also used

the same drug this summer in

dysentery as advocated from Shang

hai, and can corroborate the good
results there reported.
We can also recommend to all

hospitals in China who have not

used it the adoption of ethyl chloride

as a general anaesthetic for short

operations. The expense seems
the

only deterrent, but for patients who

demand anaesthetic for teeth ex

traction, opening abscesses, and

other minor surgery, and who can

afford to pay for it, will be found

most useful, the extreme rapidity
of its action being a great point

m

its favour when one's days are over-
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flowing with work ; and wanting
as we in the East do, nitrous oxide

gas, its use seems ideal and un

attended with danger.

EVANGELISTIC.

Besides afternoon teaching there

are also morning and evening ward

services as occasion allows, and

every morning there is a preacher

The Central China Medical Mis

sionary Association has reached

C. C. M. M. A. X\t
close of

an:

Report for 1905.
°

^^ •
a*d

although the

number of meetings held has not

been so large as in some previous
years, yet we believe the}' have
been helpful and stimulating to

those who have been present at

them. Fourteen meetings were

planned, but owing to pressure of

work and unexpected engagements

only nine of these could be held,
the average attendance being 6.2.

At the business meeting held in

December last the following office

bearers were appointed for the year

I9°5 :—President, Dr. Booth; vice-

president, Dr. McAll ; secretary,
Dr. Ruth Massey; treasurer, Dr.

Huntley.
The papers and topics discussed

dealt with the following subjects :—

Ascites and Dropsy.
Cocaine Anaesthesia.

Notes on Hospital Cases.

Emergency Surgery.
Medical Post-graduate Work.

There have been three clinical meet

ings, and cases were also exhib

ited at the other meetings, making
a total of about fifty cases eithei

seen or reported on. Among the

most interesting were the follow

ing:—Wound of the chest, narrowly
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for the out-patients who assemble

in the waiting-room. The good
seed of the kingdom has been sown

gladly and unstintingly. Some

doubtless has lodged by the way

side, other on stony and thorny
ground, but other on good ground,
which in honest and good hearts

who keep it will bring forth fruit

unto life eternal.

escaping the pulmonary artery ;

multiple keloid after a burn with

nitric acid ; several cases of new-

growth in the rectum ; a large
tumour over the upper end of the

sternum, either sarcomatous or

gummatous in character ; umbilical

urinary fistula ; and a large ma

lignant tumour of the breast with

loud systolic murmur in the aortic

and pulmonary areas ; this murmur

entirely disappeared after removal

of the tumour.

The pathological specimens shown
included a cystic growth removed

from the parotid gland ; sarcomata

of both upper and lower jaws ; and

melanotic sarcoma removed from

the groin.
The crowning event of the year

has been the completion and publi
cation of the Manual of Nursing

(II ^ I£ W- For the editing of

the work in Chinese we are deeply
indebted to Rev. W. A. Cornaby,

to whom we desire to express our

gratitude for his generous help.
It is hoped that this book may

prove acceptable to those engaged
in training nurses in China and

may lead to greater efficiency in

our mission hospitals.
At the close of last year we lost

the help of Dr. Davenport's pres

ence at our meetings owing to his

removal to Shanghai ; but we are

Correspondence.

ondence.
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glad that by correspondence he still

maintains a close connection with

the work and interests of the Asso

ciation. During the year Dr. and

Mrs. Gillison and our president,
Dr. Booth, have left for home, but

we have the pleasure of welcoming
Dr. Hodge, Dr. Huntley, Dr. Glen-

ton and Mrs. Rowley on their

return from furlough ; and of add

ing to our list of members the

names of Dr. Somerville, Dr. Tat-

chell, Dr. Wolfendale, Dr. Emily
Bretthauer and Dr. McWillie.

With the stimulus that these rein

forcements to our numbers bring,
the Association looks forward hope
fully to a further period of useful

ness in the service of the sick and

suffering in Central China.

PROGRAMME, IQ06.

Central China Medical Missionary Association.

Feb. 28th.—Native Medicine

and Surgery and their

Sequelae President.

March 14th.—ClinicalMeeting.

March 28th.—Discussion : Co

operation and Specializa
tion Dr. P. L. McAu.

April nth.
—Tropical Anae

mias Dr. S. R. Hodge.

April 25th.—Clinical Meeting.

May 16th.—Surgical Treat

ment of Facial Neuralgia
Dr. W. A. TaTCHELL.

May 30th.—Present Means of

Medical Education
Dr. R. Wolfendale.

Sept. 26th.—Clinical Meeting.

Oct. 10th.—Diagnosis and

Treatment of Diseases of

Children Dr. Miss GlenTon.

Oct. 24th.—Spiritual Aspect
of our Work Dr. McWlLLlE.

Nov. 14th.—Clinical Meeting.

Nov. 28th.—OperativeGynae
cology and Obstetrics

Dr. Miss Cousins.

Dec. 12th.—Clinical and

Business Meeting.

AN APPRECIATION.

Dear Mr. Editor : The Central
China medical missionaries are to

be congratulated, for they have ably
published a work that would be of

everlasting blessing to the Chinese.
The art of nursing in China, as

in the case of all unenlightened
and non-Christian lands, is under

valued, unknown and treated by all

with indifference. So when a per
son gets sick, he is really an object
to be pitied ; for instead of being
provided with the means to fight
against disease, he is handicapped
by improper nursing and unhealthy
surroundings. Those of us who

have been to a typical Chinese sick

chamber would one and all say that

among divers reforms and improve
ments which China is making to-day,
and will have to make in the near

future, none is more important than
that of the art of nursing, both for

the sake of humanity and national

happiness and prosperity.
The book—Manual of Nursing-

published by the above-mentioned

doctors, though short, is concise and
full of useful information. The

terms and expressions used are clear

and lucid, the arguments convincing
and conclusive, the statements true

and bold and the style easily under

standable. One chapter is as good
as the other, so it is utterly impossi
ble to say which one is really the

best. It should be recommended in

all schools where medicine is being

taught, for this book is not only
excellent for nurses, but is good
enough for an average medical

student with a commonplace educa

tion.

In conclusion, I must say that

the nurses of our hospital are now

being taught with selections from

this book.

We wish it every success.

Eli Day,

Assistant Surgeon.

St. Luke's Hospital.



conference in 1907.

Dear Mr. Editor : In the No

vember issue of the Journal you
ask for opinions about the holding
of a medical conference in 1907.

Well, please put my name down as

a very strong supporter of the pro

posal. For one reason especially
I would vote for the conference

being held then, viz., that a number

of us medicals will no doubt be

hoping to attend the general con
ference either as delegates or as

private individuals ; and for many

of us who come from a great dis

tance it would be quite impossible to
come again, say in the following
year, for another conference ; there

fore if they are not held about the

same time we must perforce miss the
next medical conference, a matter,
I am sure, of great disappointment
to anyone who had the pleasure of

attending the last medical confer

ence.

But may I go further and make

a humble suggestion about the next

conference with a view to making
it more profitable.
It struck most of us, I think, that

there were two weak points about

the arrangements of the last con

ference.

1. That there was an utterly
insufficient time left for the discus

sion of the many interesting subjects
which came up ; and

2. That not knowing beforehand

what subjects would be brought
up for discussion, we came unpre

pared to enter properly in such

discussion.

Therefore I would propose :—

That you issue at once an appeal to
the members to name immediately
the subjects which they would con

sider as important for general dis

cussion, and to which they would

promise to contribute either by

writing papers themselves or by

helping in the discussion of such.

Further, that all such promises
should be placed in the hands of the
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Committee of Management with

power to choose from among them

the subjects they consider most im

portant and to settle who shall

introduce the discussion of these.

And lastly, that a detailed pro

gramme should be published and

sent round to all members before

the close of the present year ; that

will at least give us time to be

prepared before we come to the

next conference.

Yours very sincerely,

James L. Maxwell.

Tainan, Formosa, Jan. 12, 1905.

Dear Dr. Lincoln : January
Journal just to hand. Good from

start to finish. So are all 1 have

seen. Sorry I didn't know about

it on my arrival. I find it a great

help to a new-comer and the many
new things (not to be found in

books) of China's diseases. Our

work up here is entirely new and

makes a fellow feel small compared
with your large successful works.

I have two tumor cases —one inside

nose, one outside—I hope to send

you presently if pictures come out

good.
The people are fearful yet, and

we have to be mighty careful what

we tackle in the way of surgery.
The Boxers were by no means all

killed, and we are in danger every
hour. I greatly enjoyed the editor's

remarks on guarding against threats
and dangers, but we have a fine
viceroy up here. Long may he live,
and as long theforeign guards.

Yours fraternally,

J. L- KEELER.

Chang-li, Jan. 21, 1906.

Dear Sir : The report of some

interesting obstetric cases, in the

recent Journal, is freely given, to
offer and receive suggestions. With

ondence.
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that motive the articles, etc., in the

Journal are certain to be of great
value. Concerning case No. 5 I

think that a better course of treat

ment would have beeu if Dr.

Menzies had delivered earlier. He

was satisfied that the presentation
was a R. O. A., but does not tell

us the size of the diagonal conjugate.
To me all future actions would have

been suggested and based on that

knowledge. Nearly thirty-seven
hours after labor commenced, "the

os being pretty well dilated, pains
recurred every two minutes.

' '

There is another point. He would

have injected saline solution,
"

but

had no apparatus ready." None is

needed. I have several times used

with success merely a saline solu

tion, viz., a teaspoonful of salt

dissolved in a pint of warm water

and injected about six pints into

the rectum. A teapot forms an

admirable and useful instrument for

the operation. The solution can

be prepared and operation per
formed by anybody.
There are several other points

about which I am not quite clear,
i.e.

,
the urticaria, healing of a

complete rupture of peritoneum with

out surgical interference etc. etc.,

but already my letter is too long
and very strong. He "ruptured
the membranes when less than an

ounce of fluid escaped, but the

head made little or no advance."

Non-delivery under such condi

tions could only be due either to

obstruction, i.e. , contracted pelvis
or tumour, or else abnormally large
and unyielding head. Ascertaining
the diagonal conjugate would have

revealed the former If the latter,

turning, at an earlier stage, before

rupturing membranes. Whichever

was the cause I think prompt

emptying of the uterus earlier

would have been better treatment.

It is the first case I've known
where by continuously and firmly
compressing the uterus haemorrhage
has not been arrested. Pressing on

the abdominal aorta at the same

time by an assistant often proves
useful.

With kind regards,
I am,

Faithfully yours,

W. Arthur Tatchell.

Hankow, Jan. 27th, 1906.

Dear Dr. Lincoln : Enclosed is

the sheet of statistics for 1905, with

apologies for delay in sending it.

The January number of the Jour
nal contains an interesting article

on some midwifery cases by Dr.

Menzies. I hope more of the veter

ans will find time to give us points
from their varied experience. I

have just been attending a case of

eclampsia, the patient well advanced
in labour, which was quickly ter

minated by forceps, while chloroform

promptly relieved a severe fit.

The perinaeum was ruptured—
the first rupfured perinaeum I have

seen in China—but the external

genitals were so dropsical I thought
stitches would not hold, and did

not attempt any. I find lysol a

very valuable antiseptic in obstetri

cal work, and now-a-days as a

routine measure give a vaginal
douche first thing, before examin

ing to try and counteract the sepsis
of the old midwife.

With kind regards and every good
wish for the coming year,

Yours sincerely,
S. B. KEERS.

Chin-chow, February 21, 1906.
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